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To
The

director

op

PUBLIC INSTRUCTION,
Poona.

Sir,
*

I have the honour to submit the following report of the tours I
in the beginning of 1905
and that of 1906 in accordance with the Resolutions of Government,
Nos. 2321 and 660 in the Educational Department, dated the 14th
December 1904 and 12th April 1905, respectively.

made through Central India and Rajputana

A

2.
copy of the first resolution reached me during the Christholidays of 1904^ but it was February before I could be relieved
of my duties at College.
So I started on my tour in February soon
after I was relieved.

mas

3.
The place I was most anxious to visit first for several reasons
was Jaisalmer. It lies in the midst of a sandy desert, ninety miles
from the nearest railway station, a journey usually done on camel
back.
Dr. Biihler, who had visited the place in January 1874, had
remarked about ^* the tedious journey and the not less tedious stay in
this country of sand, bad water, and guinea-worms,'' and the Resident
of the Western Rajputana States, too, whom I had seen in January
1904, had spoken to me of the very tedious and troublesome nature
of the journey.
Dr. Biihler, I was told, did not stay much over a
week there. *
The principal Jaina bhaadar (library attached to a
Jaina temple) at the place was one fai'-famed for its manuscripts.

The promise given by the persons

in charge

of

my

to open it for
inspection of the manuscripts should, it was advisable, be availed of at
the earliest opportunity, for fear they might change their mind
And
unfortunately the detailed account of his tour through Rajputana,
it

.

which Dr. Biihler had intended giving to the world during 1880-8T,
seemed to have been lost altogether, not having been published up to
" I have prepared,^' he wrote in his
,the time of his death in 1898.
**
report of 8th June 1880,
a detailed report on my tour in Rajput&na
during the winter of 1873-74, together with notices of the more
important books which I bought then/' and he added that he trusted
he would be able to print it during that year. But the list in tabular
form of the manuscripts purchased and the copies made during
1873-74, published along with Dr. Kielhorn's Report for 1880-81, is
* His letter to the Editor, Indian Antiquary^ about the famous bhandar there,

when he and Dr. Jacobi had alrtady worked therein for six days, is dated 29th January
1874, from Jesahner (Vol. Ill, pp. 89-90). His letter presented by Weber to the
Berlin Academy is dated 14th February from Bikanir [Indian Antiquary, IV, p. 81),
tedious journey from Jaisalmer to Bikanir must have taken some days, and he
might have been in Bikanir for a few days before ho wrote the latter letter.

The
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^

that has appeared of the detailed report tliat was thus stated to
have been actually prepared. For these reasons a visit to Jaisalmer
and an examination o£ the manuscripts in the chief bhandar there I
regarded as the most difficult, urgent and important part of the work
That being done, the rest, I felt, would be
I had been deputed to do.

all

attended with comparatively

much

less difficulty.

But, as stated in paragraph 11 of the report of my preliminary
tour, dated 9th April 1904, the Resident, Western liajputaua States,
had asked me to give him a fortcight's previous intimation to allow
I could give
of proper transport arrangements being made for me. *
the intimation only when 1 was free to start on ray tour and did so.
The interval between the date of the intimation and that of starting fc/
The latter place was
JaiFalri eri utilised in visiting Indore and Ujjain.
It
plague.
had
been
affected
with plague both at
just then free from
And when once a
the beginning and at the end of my preliminary tour.
place has had the plague, especially one like Ujjain, there is no knowing
So the earliest
j\'hen it would be visited by the epidemic again.
possible opportunity of visiting it had to be taken, and there was also
some little work leit to be done at Indore.
4.

Between the date of my getting the first Government resolu5.
and the date of my being relieved of my duties at College I looked
about for an assistant or assistants, whom I was allowed to engasie. As
stated in my letter, No. 31 of 12th July 1904, 1 had hopes of being
able to engage Shastri Ramthandra Dinanathf, whose knowledge of Jaiua
literature is so extensive and who has had such a long experience of
manuscripts work with Drs. Biihler, Kielhorn, Peterson and BhanBut on account of a domestic difficulty he had to decline, and
darkar.
I could not get any other Shastri from this part of the country to
accompany me. At last I was told of a Pandit in Eajputana who was
once keeper of a state collection of manuscripts and had made a
From his certificates and from his having done
catalogue cf it as well.
practical work in connection with manuscripts I thought he would do
very well and so I engaged him. I afterwards discovered that he
shared to the full the carelessness atd want of accuracy in respect of
such work as he had to do, so frequently complained of by scholars
eingaged in the work of tl e search for Sanskrit Mss.
In addition to
that, however, he was not very sound in his Sanskrit spelling though he
had studied Sanskrit grammar. He had also the general characteristic
of Pandits from his part of the country of being unable to distinguish
between the palatal, lingual and dental sibilants. But such as he was,
1 had to make the best use I could of him.
tion

*-,

Having thus engaged him

just when I was about to start
suggestion
of Dr. Kielhorn, referred to in
I could not act on the
paragraph 3 of my previous report,! and send him on before me to do
6.

* This long notice even, by-the-bye, I found to my annoyance and discomfort to
have been insufficient on my return jcuruey. The transport arrangements on that
occasion were far from satisfactory.

t The Shastri, I learnt the other day, died three or four months ago (29th June 1907).
it In paragraphs 3 and 5 of
that report '* Dr. Biihler" is a mistake for" Dr.
Kielhorn."

—

.

my

him

to do that sort of preliminary
first tour towards the cmd of April 1905.

prclimiiiary work.

I finished

.

I set

work

after

7.
At Indore I examined four new collection?, to which I could
Of only one there was the
not get access on the former occasion.
usual worthless list and the collection consisted mostly of printed books
One was not well looked after and was very poor. A third one was
small but good, and the fourth was an important one.
8.

Some

of the

more important manuscripts I came across were

those of

Vilomasamhita (Vaj.).

^Samavidhanabhashya by Sayana.
Rishabhagana.
Prati^akhyadipika (rules relating to svara and samskdra in the
In a Ms. found in another collection
Veda) by Sada^iva Agnihotrin.
the authorship was attributed to a son of this author.

Katyayana-^rauta-sutra-bhashya by Ka^inatba Dikshita.
Katyayana-sutra-paddhati by Mi^ra Vaidyanafcha.

Apatnikadhana by Govinda Dikshita.
Ahitagner Dahanirnaya by Bbatta Rama.

'Ratnagumpha—Agnihotra-praya^chittas,
Yajiiadiipka-vivarna by Bhaskara.

Varnaratna-dipika^iksha by Amai'e^a.
S'feaddha-chhagabhashya.
There is a commentary on
Sualna-sutra by yajnika Chakrachudamaiii Chhaga.

Katyayana's

Yajurvidhana (Madhy.).

Suktanukramanika by Jagannatha*
Agnihotra-prayoga-rakshamani by Ramachandra Dikshita, son o£
•^
Bharadvaja Ananta Somayajin.

Vajapeyapaddhati by Ramakrishiia alias Nanabhai^ son of Damodara
Ti^lpathin.

Yajna-tantra-sudhanidhi

— Udgatri-prakaraiia.

A^valayana-srautasutravritti by Devatrata.

Duruhasiksha hy Appaya Dikshita.
Khadiragrihyasuti-a with Rudraskandacharya's commentary.

Taiidalakshanasutra (Samav.)

Kalpanupadasutra

(

do.

)

Paiichavidhasiitra,

Drahyayaua-srauta-sutriya Audg^trasomasutra.

Commentary on the Vedanga Jyotisha by Sesha.
TristhaHsetu— Gayaprakarana by Ramabhatta Akdta.
Lalitastavaratna by S'amkaracharyasvamiu

Kamayanasaiasamgraha by

oriuivaijachaiya.

—

,

^it0^

—

Chaturvarga-chintamani-PaTi^esha-khanda Ishtapurtadharmanird(Pratishtha
pana
Sarvadevatapratishtha-karmapaddhati
and
Hemddri).

Parvanirnaya by Ganapati Ravala.
Pratishthollasa

by Sivaprasada.

KalaiQadhavakarika-vyakhyana by Vaijanatha-bhatta-suri.
Praya^chittendu^ekbara by Ka^icatha.
Smriti-darpana
(Chitrabhanu).

by

Sarasvati-tirtha.

Date

of

Ms.

S^aka 1444

Dattakakrama-Samgraha by S'rikrisbna Tarkalamkara-bbattacharya.
Suddbipadapurvaka-chandrika (S'uddbi-cbandrika) by Vinayaka
Nanda Paiidita), son of Dharmadhikarika Eamapandita.

{alias

Dharmasastra-sudhanidhi

— Sraddba-cbandrika

by Divakarabbatta.

Sainnyasa-paddhati by Vi^vesvara Sarasvati.

Himnyakes'iya Agnimukha.
Hiranyakes'iya-Sniarta-prayogaratna by

Vai^ampayana

Mabes'a-

bbatta.

Parasarasmriti- vivriti, Vidvanmanobara

Smiityartbasara copied in Samvat 1454.
in

Namabandha-s'ataka by Bhavadeva pandita.
Laudatory stanzas
which the names of Up ayas, Yugas, etc., are interwoven,
Sivacharita

by Haradatta.

Gathasaptasati with a commentary by Kulabaladeva.

Champukavya by Samarapungava,
Mahabbashya-pradipa-praka^a by Nilakantha Dikshita, son
Karayana Dikshita and grandson of Achcha Dikshita, brother
v^

of

of

Aj)paya Diksbita.
Paribhashendusekbaratika Sarvamangala.

Kavyapraka^atika— Kavya-dipika.
Do.

Samba^iva,
son
by
Adhvarindra and grandson of Dharma Dikshita.

A

S uryanilrayana

of

commentary on Tattva-samasa.

MimamEa-kutuhala by Kainalakara,

Copy of S'lokavartika written in S'aka 1456
Nyayasudha copied in Sam. 1688.

(Jaya.)

Narayanopanishadbbashya by Sayana,

A few

Vallabha

tracts.

Sivabhaktirasayana by Ka^inatba.
Sivasutra-Yartika by
Krishijadasa also.*

Varadaraja^

who seems

to

have been called

* Mayi Varadarijena saya (?) mohApaharakam S'rtkshemcTidvar^janiriptlam (tar)
vy^khvaua(lhvanu8A,rii>a kritina Krisbriadclseua vvaujitani l%ripayAnjas4.

—

.

Brahmasiitiarfchsarpgraha by S'athari, probably the same as the
teacher of Sivakoparauni, the author of Vedanta-sudha-rahasya (Hall's
Contribution, p. 96).

S'ivasiddhantasekhara by Ka^matha,

Copy

of Saptapadarthitika, Mitabhashini, written in S'aka 1500.

Anumanamanisara.

Upamana-samgraha by Pragalbha.
Sabda-bodha-praka^ika by Kamaki^ora.

^rihattarkapraka^a

— S'abdaparicbchheda.

Anumiti-nirupana with a commentary, both by Ramanarayana.

(Saivagame

S'iva-Shaiimukhasamvade)

Ugraratha-S'antikalpa-

prayoga.

"When I visited Ujjain in 1905 the upanayana (sacred-thread
9.
ceremony) and marriage seasons were in full swing. On that account
there were a few collections I was not able to see then.
So I paid a very
short visit to the place again the next year. During the two visits I
examined about fourteen collections. There were rough lists of four or
five of them only.
About six or seven of them seemed to be properly
looked after by the owners. One contained some very old manuscripts
but was in perfect disorder, the leaves of hardly a single manuscript being
all together.
The owner, a very old man, was for that very reason not
very willing at first, from a sense of shame, to show me the manuscripts.
Another collection had been at the mercy of rats and white
ants.
Of one bhandar in a Jaina updsraya (a halting-plaoe for
Jaina itinerant priests) I was able only to see the list as the key was
not forthcoming. But the manuscripts, to judge from the list, were
very ordinary ones. Of another collection, which was famed to be a
very rich one, a list was shown to me, and I noted down a number of
manuscripts for examination. But only a very few of them were*^
slyly brought to me at my lodgings.
He who brought them has, I
was told, been secretly selling most of the manuscripts, and a very
small remnant, it is believed, of the original large collection has been
left behind.
Two of the collections examined contained some very old
manuscripts.
10. During the course of my first visit I was told that lists of
some of the collections at Ujjaiu had been made by order of the
Gwalior Darbar the previous year, and, it was believed, they were
meant for me. I tried through the Resident to get them before my
second visit, but I got them only after my return to Bombay at the
end of my second tour. Along with them were also received lists
from Mandsaur and several other places of less note. Those from
TJjjain are only two or three in number and none of them would have
been of much use even if I had received them earlier.
11.

'J'he

following works

more noteworthy

:

H erambof anishad

may

be mentioned as being some of the

.

6
c

Pancbikaraiiopanishad.

ShadangavyakLy^ by Bhavadeva.
Commentary on Mandalabrahmana by Sayana.
Ashtadhyayibrahmana-bhashya by Sayaiia.

Many works

of sacrificial literature.

Sarvanukramanikaparibbashodaharana.
Apastambasufcra-vritti by Vishnubhatta.
is mentioned as the author.

In the colophon Chauri-

dapa

Commentary^ by VinayakabhattaUpadhyaya, on Samkara's Sainkshepasara (relating to vedochcharana)

ChatuijnaQa,

Commentary on Baudh.-Kalpasutra by Sayana (I. O.* p. 51a), In
the Ms. I saw reads ^^\^^^^^,^
and
iq^R: in place of 5nfl3T^^ilI%"?q and fqrfT of the I. O. Ms.
the introductory verses

As'valayana-Grihyasutra-bhashya by Devasvamin SiddhaQta(tin

?).

Baudh.-Svargadvareshti-prayoga by Dhundhiraja.

Baudh.-Kapalakarikabhavadipika by Narayana Jyotisha.
Sadasyatattvadipa by Vasudeva Dvivedin, son of S^ripati.

Agnihotrakarmamimamsa.
Agnishtomopodghata by Dravida Eamachandra.
Baudh.-Brihaspatisavakarika by Govinda.

Kundamala by

Jagadis'a.

Commentaries on Mulyadhyaya by Balakrishna, son of Vitthala,
and by Dikshita Kamadeva.
Commentaries on As'v.-S'rautasutra by Devatrafca and Siddhantin.
Baudh.-Chayanasutra-vyakhya

V

(Mahagnisarvasva)

by

Yasudeva

Dikshita.

Baudh.-S'ulvasutra-dipika by Dvarakanatha Yajvan.

Baudh.-orautasarvasva
'

(inc.)

by S'esha Narayana,

*

Taitt.-Svarasiddhanta-chandrika by S^rinivasa.
Samasutra-vritti

(inc.).

Baudh.-S^rautasutra.

'

Bharadvajasutraparibhasha,

(Rigvediya) Paundarika-hautra-prayoga.

Hautraloka by S'ivarama,
A^valayanasutianu£ari Prayoga by Vishnugudhasvamin.

Dasaratra-prayoga by Vishuugudhasvamin.
Paraskara-grihyasutra-vivarana

by Ramakrishna.

Commentary on Paras'urama-kalpasutra by Ramcs'vara.
* EggeliDg's India Office Catalogue.

.

Lagliuk&iilv^ by Vishnus'arman.

Agnimukha (Satyashadhi and

Apai^t.).

l^haradvaja or Paris'esha-sutra.
Pratijiiasutra-bhashya, Jyotsna.

(Yajuh-) Sampradayika Chaturmasya-prayogu.
SnanasCitra-bbashya by Yajnika Chakrachudamaril Chhaga.

Katyayana-orautasutra-bhashya

and

Sraddhadipiki

(Yiij.)

by

Kas'idikshita.

Hautraprayoga by Naiayana alias Vyaiikates'a.
Kapalakarika-bhashya by Maudgalya Mayures'vara, son of Purushotand grandson of Gopalopudhydya.

taiita

Dars'apurnamaBapadarthadipika by Kaiiva Samarajabhatta, son of
Narahari, grandson of Narayanabhatta and surnamed Veiiiiaja.
Katyayanasrautasutrapaddliati by Padmanabha.
Several manuals relating to Paundarika.

Prayogadipa by Devabbadra, son of Balabhadra.
Isbtakapurana-bhasbya (Kat.) by Ananta.

Chayanapaddhati by Narahari of Utkalade^a.
Adbanadicli^turmasydntaprayoga

(

Kaiiva)

Yishnushatpadistotravivaraiia by Earaabbadra.

Date of Ms. [SakaJ

Ganapati-sahasranama-vy^khya by Narayaiia.
1636^ Jaya.

Samskara-ratnamala-bbasbya by Gopinatlia.
Smriti-kaustubba

Dinakaroddyota

— Rajadharma.

—Vyavabara.

Kalanirnayadipika by Nrisimha, composed in [S'aka] 1331, Virodliin.

^

Achararatna by Laksbmauabbatta.
Matrigotraniriiaya by Laugakshi.

Dars'apuriiamasaprayogas by Govinda S'esha and Anantadeva.
Manusmrititika,
cbandra.

Manubhavartha-cbandrilia

or-dipika,

by

Rama-

Analambukaj ah Karmakaranavichara.
Danabhagavata by Varnikubei ananda.
Dvyamushyayana-daltakaniniaya by Vis'vanatha.
Dattakakutuhala by Daivajfia Purushottama Paiidita.

Padmapadminiprakas'a (Dharma)

—an

extract.

oastradipa (Dharma),

Prayoga^ara by Vis'vanatha.

Muhurtamartanda-tika by Cbatiirmasyayajin Anantadeva.
Samdhya-vivarana by Eamasrama.
Vidyagopalacharanaichanapaddhati
Lakbhminatha.

by

Cbidanandanatha

alias

Prayas'chittaohiritamani

(inc.).

Pra«aJaprati?htba by Maha^arman.

Jnanadipika (Praya^'ch.) by S'amkaiacharya.
Daniodarapaddhati (Dh.)

Danavakyasamuchchaya by Yogis'vara

^*.

Rupanarayaniya by the king of kings, Udayasimha. RiipaDSrayana
to have been a biruda (title) of Udayasimha, as it was
one of the many hirudas of Pratapaiudra Gajapati, in whose name
There are many princes
the Pratapamartanda was 0':>ni posed.
of Mitbiia having alternative na:nes endins^ in Xarayana, one of the
alternative names being Rupacarayana (Duff's Chronologf, p. ^^o).
There is a Ms. of the Rupanaiayaniya in the Oxford Library of
which the date given by Dr. Aufrecht is 1530 A. D. The terminus
ad qitem of the date of composition must, therefore, be 1530 A. D.

s^ms

Gayatri-vivriti by Prabhutacharva,

Aehara-dtpika by Narayana, son of Dikshita Govinda.

Pratapamartanda by Prataparudra Gajapati, son of Pumshottamadeva
Gajapati, and adorned with such hirudas as Ru;)anarayaaa ^.
One of
the hirudas is navakotikaniatakakalavarages^vara.
Hall seems to
have had Kerala for Kala or to have misread Kala and he did not
know what to make of varaga (Contribution, p. 174). Kalavaraga is,
I believe, Kulbarga.

Danapradipa by Bhatta Madhava. King Eaghava of Karana in
Gujarat had invited the author^s ancestor, Vasudeva, an Audichya of
Tolakiya jati from Dadhivahana. The line of Vasadeva's descendants
was Narasimha, Didha, Eama, Vishiius'arman, Bhatta Madhava.
:

V

Grihyapradipakabhashya by Narayana Dvivedin, son
and grandson of Siipati.

of orikrishiiaji

Sniartollasa by Sivaprasada Pathaka, son of Nimbaji and living: in
Piuhkarapura. Composed in Saka 1610 or 1690 {Khagonripati).
There is a PratishthoUasa by the same author noticed above (p. 4) and
a orautollasa in Kielhom's Catalogue of Manuscripts in the Central
Pr(rvinces.

—

Dharmas'astrasudhanidhi (see p. 4) Pi-ayas'chittamuktavali
Divakara, son of Bharadvaja Mahadeva Bhatta.

by

Samskaragaaapati, kandas I and II, and Sraddha-ganapati.

Kanvakanthabharaua

—Aupasanavidhi

by

Yajasaneyin

Ananta-

bhatta.

Parvanirnaya by Gangadhara, son of Pathaka Sriramachandra and
grandson of Haris'amkara.

Kndrakalpadroma by Anantadeva, son
•This and similar

figures refer to the

of

Uddhava.

numbers of the extrtcts

in

App.

II.

9
SvanubluUInataAa by Paucjita Ananta^ son of Tryambaka Paudita.
Date of Ms. Samvat 1705/
'

Gad} aravinHa-vaijayariti by Gopinatha, son of
grandson of Dharmadhikarin Nanda-paiidita.

Veiii-pandita and

Bhavavilasa by Rudrakavi.

by Khaiidaraja.
Hitopades'atika by Gokulacbandra.
Hanumanratakatika by Raghavendra, composed

Vis'ves'alahan

the year (era

in

not mentioned) 1530.
^

Vritta-mukt avail by Mallari.
Kavyaprakas'adipika.

of

Kavyaprakasatika, Kavyalar^avivekini^ by Re (or Pe)liladeva, son
Padmanabha and grandson of Nrisiraha. The Ms. is very old.
Kavyaprakas'atika by Sarasvatitirtha (or Narahari).

Chhandahkaustubha by Vid) avibhushana.*
Chhandahkaustubha by Radha-Damodara, with a commentary by
Vidy a vibhusha na."^

Mimamsarthapradtpa byKaiiva Samkara Sukla.
Angatvanirukti (Mim.) by Murari.

Mayukhamalika by Somaratha.
Mimams'artha-prakas'a by Kes'ava, son

Ananta and grandson

of

of

Kes'ava.

(Suresvara-)Varttikasaraj
Tanj. p. 95a).

also

called

Vedantopanisliad

(Burn*

Mahavakyavivarana, Antarnishthashtaka and Paiichadas'opanishadrahasya by Ramaehandra.

•^

Nandikesvara-karikavivaraua.
Kaivalyopanlshaddipika by Vidyaranya.

Commentaries on Vakyasudhaby Brahmanandabliarati and S^amkara.
Laghuvakyavrittitika.

,

Lakshmi-Rama Dvivedin.
Pakhaudamukhamardanacliapetika by Yijayaiamacbarya.

Vivekasaratika, Vedantavallabba by

Bhagavadbhakti-vilasa by Goi.alabhatta.

Adhikarasimgraha by VenkatauabLat-ya with a commentary, Bhavapraka^ini^

by Srinivasa.

Vis'ishtadvaita-iaddbanta by orinivasadasa.

Bhikshugita. Consists of two leaves only and begins
jano me sukhaduhkhahetuh.

:

Dvija uvacha

|

Nayam

Siddhasiddhantapaddhati by Gorakshanatha.

*

* Tliese were seen in two different places on two (lifft-reut days.
been given as taken down in my notes, Soe pp. 45 and 57 also.
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A Blitanga-tik4 by

Artinadatta.

Simhasudtanidhi (med.) by the king of kiDg^, Dcvisimha, of
Bundelakhanda^ son of Bbaratasbaha and of the family oi Ka^liaja*.

Yogapayonidhi (med.) by Mahesabhaita.
Sarngadhara-samhita with a commentary by Kaslnatha Vaidya.

Sudar^anasamhitayUm Parvati^s'arasamvade Ugi astravich^ra.
Yauvanollasa by Umanandanatha.

Mrityulan galavidhi (Mantra)
Eatnadipika by Chandes'vara.

Nartananirniya by Pundarika Vitthala of Karnataka.
the author mentions Ra^achandrodaya as his work.

At the

entJ

After finishing what work I could get at Ujjain on the first
In the previous August (1904) the state
occasion I left f or Jaisalmer.
Dewan had written to me to say that the ovetambara Jaina Conference
proposed cataloguing the Jaina Bhandars in Jaisalmer in a tabular
form, of which he enclosed a copy, and to ask me if I had sny
suggestions to make. Assuming that the Conference would publish
the catalogues made for the-~n, I suggested the addition of such
extracts from the beginning and the end and even from the body of
12.

But the project of
the works as would contain historical iaformation.
time
on account of differences of
cataloguing fell through at the
opinion between the representatives of the Conference and the
members of the Jaina community in Jaisalmer. On my going to
Jaisalmer, however^ I found that an agreement had been anived at
and that a manuscript list, in tabular form (without the sugrgested
extracts), of most of the manuscripts in the principal bhandar had
already be^n made, but that further work had again be3n stopped on
account of some fresh disagreement.

Within an hour after my arrival afc Jaisalmer I set to work.
1 saw the Dewan and he immediately sent for a Paudit with a taste
for reading and study, who, in previous years, when more liberal
counsels prevailed, had easy access even to the closely guarded great
bhandar and could even borrow manuscripts therefrom. He knew
well what collections of Mss. there were in the place. On coming
he made out the following list of these for me :—
13.

1.

The badd

vanatba temple
2.
3.

4.
&.
6.

7.
8.

9.

Bhandar of the Jainas underneath the Sambhaa dark underground cellar),

(big)
(in

The Bhandar belonging to the Acharyagichchha (sect),
The Bhandar in the big Upa^raya of the Kharataragachchha.
The collection in the house of Thirueaha.
The Bhandar in the Up^sraya of the Tapagacheliha.
The Bhandar in the Upasraya of the Lonk4gachchha.
The collection belonging to the Talotike Vj&sas.
The state Bhandar in the Akshayavil^sa Palace.
The collection belonging to Yati Pungarsimgbji.

11
The

10.

collcctiou belonging to

Vastapala Purohita.

14.
Here for the eake of comparison it would be interesting
note the following account of Jaina libraries iu Pitan given

to

by

" Each Gachchka or sect
of the Jainas residing in a city possesses a halting place called Upasraya
for their itinerant priests, and each of these Upix^rayas is provided
with a more or less extensive library. This library is the property of
Dr. Bhandarkar in his report for 1883-84

the Gachchha and
sect.

is

prominent lay-mombors of the
his permanent
always in his charge and practically he is its

in the charge of the

When, however, a

residence, the library

:

(p. 1)

is

priest

makes an Upasraya

owner."
•15.

named

The Upai^rayas and the libraries attached to them are often
ward in which they are situated. But

after the street or

Jaisalmer is a small city and has not got many streets or wards and
it will be seen that in the above list the UpA^rayas are named after
the Gachchhas.
No Jaina priest* permanently resides at present in
the S^ambhavanatha temple. But some years ago such a one was
practically the owner of the library underneath it, and, being a great
friend of the Pandit, who drew up the above list, allowed him free
access to the library.
At present the Bhandar is entirely in the charge
of the Panches (or trustees).
In the case of such Bhandars at Jaisalmer
and cLsewhere I generally found that each Panch (or individual trustee)
put on his own padlock and kept his key, so that the Bhandars could not
be opened unless all the keys were brought together.
Under these
circumstances it would happen that a Bhandar could not be opened
even if there should be a single dissentient Panch against that being
done, unless his padlock were to be forced open.
This very nearly
happened to aie twice in connection with the big Jaisalmer Bhandar. It
was not because any of the Panches had any objection to my, or rather
Government work^ as they called it, being proceeded with, but because
one of them was strongly against the continuation of the Conference
work. The Pandit deputed by the Conference to do the cataloguing
had offered to help me and I had accepted his offer, but the particular
Panch objected to his presence, while the others were strongly in his
favour.
On such occasions I was again and again reluctantly obliged to
trouble the Dewan.
He, how ever, in spite of domestic trouble and affliction and pressure of his regular official work, very readily rendered all tfie
help he could on these special occasions, as well as generally with regard
to the whole of my work throughout my stay in Jaisalmer.
During
* The term by whicb such priests are generally caHed 5s Jati or, its Sanskrit form,
Yati primarily signifies one who lives a life of detachment from the world. But
not a few of the prescnb Jatia lead a life of the world, having wives and children and
practising usury. Only the sacrannent of marriage they do not go througli. Enlightened Jaina laymen have consequently begun to make a distinction between sach Jatis
or Yatis and those who do live a life of detachment. The latter they distinguish by the
term Sidhus. The regard shown for both cannot be the same, though those of tho
former class still command more or less influence.
Yati.

Another fact may be mentioned here. Some of the Jaina Yatis, I found, were
VaishijavaB or Worshippers of Vishiju,
It has been noted that in Eastern Hiudasian
the Jainas are popularly divided into Vaiahnavas aud non-Vai!ih);^iiva8 (Ind. Ant. XVI,
p. 164;.
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the last few days of my stay he had to go to Jodhpore to see the Resident. Bat even then the Mahomedan gentleman who acted for him,
Mr. M. Niyazali, did me the same willing service. The Dewan knew
the men he had to deal with and before he wrote to me to say that I could
be allowed to see the big Bhandar he had taken the precaution to gQt a
joint agreement to that effect signed by all the Panches.

A

few days before my arrival at Jaisalmer there hnd gone
16.
there on leave a gentleman who was a native of the place but a servant
of the Karav3hi Municipality.
It was represented to me that his influence was likely to be of much use to me in my work at the place.
But
period
was
the
of his leave
very nearly over and he was to leave soon.
The CoUector of Karachi, however, at my request granted him. ?»s
president of the Municipality, a few days' extension of his period of
leave.
S he, the Jaina Conference Pandit, and the other local Pandit
mentioned above continually helped me in various ways. Hardly any
one of the servants of the State knew where the State collection of
Mss. was or whether there was any State collection at all. But the
last of the three Pandits just referred to was sure that there was one
and it was ultimately discovered in a wooden box that had not bee»
opened for years. Of course the collection is not a very big one, nor
very valuable from a literary point of view, as containing any rare
manuscripts.
There was one Bhandar I was allowed to see which had
last been opened for the inspection of Dr. Biihier more than thirty
years ago and had remained locked up ever since.
>

The first of the Bhandars in the above list Dr. Buhler in
17.
his Abstract Keport for 1873-74 (Gough's Records, p. 117) speaks of
But it is really underneath
as being under the temple of Parisnath.
the temple of Sambhavanatha, the two temples being so built as to
touch one another and to appear to be but two parts of one temple.
The l^ambhavanatha temple was built in Samvat 1494 or A. I). 1438,
while Vairisimha was on the throne, as appears from an inscription in
\ae temple. Of this and other inscriptions which my Pandit and I came
across in Jaisalmer I have given short accounts in an Appendix attachUnfortunately, not expecting that any suck
ed to this report.
insc^riptions would turn up in my way while I was engaged in search
anothtr kind, I had not provided myself with materials for taking impressions.
Consequently I had the inscriptions read and copies taken by my
Pandit and the others who helped me ; and some of them had to be read
under great diflSculties. Most of the copies had to be made while I was
engaged otherwise and were consequently not done under my supervision.
There seem to have been a few slips made in them, but the short
abstracts I have given are, I feel sure, correct.
unnecessary to say that I set to work with the big
Bhandar first, the very next day after my arrival. In the absence of
a list I shoulil have been obliged to examine each and every manuscript
This would have been a work of some months.
in this collection.
Dr. Eiihler, however, in his abstract report for 1873-4 does say (Gough's
Eecord?, p. 118) that with the assistance of Dr. Jacobi he looked over
CTcry manuscript in the Bhandar, besides collating a portion of the
18.

It

is

—
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Raghuvams'a and copying with their own hands
Vikramankadevacharita. But 1 doubt whether
manuscripts, which are nearly 2,200 in number.
account he gives of the Bhandar is very decisive

the whole of Bilhana's
he was shown all the
In fact the following
on the point
:

" Accordincr to an old list, which was prepared about 90 years ago
by a Yati, the Brihajjndnakosa contained then 422 different works.
It is clear, however, from what I observed, that the list is made with
great carelessness, and the number of books which existed at that
At present there is only a
time amounted to from 450 to 460

what was at one time a splendid collection. The Bhandar
still contains about 40 pothis or bundles of well-preserved palmyra
M.^S., a very great mass of loose and broken palmyra leaves, four or hve
small boxes full of paper MSS., and a few dozen bundles of paper leaves
torn and disordered.'^*
There is^ of course, as here stated, a very great mass of loose and broken
palmyra leaves and also some bundles of paper leaves torn and disordered.
But the library is decidedly far richer in complete manuscripts written
both on palm and paper leaves. The explanation of why Dr BUhler

remnant

of

did not see all the manuscripts lies very probably in the following fact
recorded by him - " The Paneh of the Osval, to which the great Bhandar
belongs, is very tough, and requires frequent admonitions from the
Rawal.'^t After showing a part of the collection the Panch mights
have represented that that was all or that all the rest was a mass ofi
broken leaves.J The reason might have been a disinclination to lay
open all the treasures or want of patience or both. It does require a great
deal of patience to sit out day after day in doing unpaid-for work in which
one is not interested, such as that of handing out manuscripts and watching their inspection by others. I must, therefore, consider myself as
being laid under great obligations by the Jatis and other persons in
Jaisalmer and elsewhere who helped me in this way.
The constant
fear of seeing them lose their patience has sometimes made me do my
work a little less completely than I should have liked to do.
:

An ancient catalogue of the Bhandar of, now, more than 120
19.
years ago has already been referred to in the above paragraph from:
Dr. Biihler's account. But on the morning of the day on which
I was to commence work the Conference Pandit informed me that*
he had made a new list of most of the collection.
copy of it,,
he told me, had been sent to the Conference authorities at Jaipur and^
another was kept in the Bhandar. Accordingly the first day I examined
the manuscripts that were to be still catalogued and borrowed the copy^
lodged in the Bhandar, of the new list. After my work at the Bhandar that day was over I sat up until the small hours of the morning and
went through the list and put down the numbers, names, &c., of a little
over 200 manuscripts, certain particulai-s relating to which I wished to
verify myself.
Of Brahminical works the list gave no information

A

• lud. Ant., IV,

p. 82.

t Ind. Ant., III., p. 90.
examination of the Bhandar I wa3 told that theee was a hollcw
pillar which contained many other Mss. not teea by me.
The case cited by PetersoQ
(Fourth Keport, p. 2) of the closing up of a collection with a brick wall is worthy of no,e.
X Even after

my
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beyond the mere numbei-s and the names and the fact that they belonged
to another Darlma («'. e., to the followers of another religion than the
Jaina)j the concern of the Conference being Jaina literature alone.

20.
The inspection of the manuscripts had to be done under the
continued supervision of two Jatis^ one belonging to the Acharya and
the other to the Kharatara Gachchha, who resided in the Upas'rayas
of theii" own Gaehchhas, and under the intermitted supervision of one
Fur the convenience of the Jatis the work had
or more of the Panches.
every
day
not
earlier than about noon, and to make sure
to commence
that it might commence at that hour I had to begin sending to them,
from about half an hour before the time, messengers kindly placed at
my disposal by the Dewan. The Jatis had, moreover, to cook and Imve
their second meal before sunset, and so not veiy long after I had
commenced my day^s work they would begin coaxing me off and on to
finish.
But I always stuck on as long as I could. After I had gained
a little of their confidence they kept outside the underground cellar a
few things I wanted to have copied, and my Pandit and I worked at
them before and after the usual working hours.
21.
As regards the condition of the collection, the mass of loose
and broken palmyi*a leaves and of torn and disordered paper-leaves,
referred to above, show plainly enough that age and want of due care
have done their work here also. To this result the very unwieldy
length of some of the palm-leaf manuscripts must have contributed not
a little. Each palm-leaf manuscript (containing one work or more),
tied up between its wooden boards., is again tied up in a cloth bag and a
number of such bags are rolled up in a thick piece of cloth and the

bundle again tied wuth a string. These bundles, however, are not
arranged in order, as they differ in length, and are stowed away in stone
Each bag had a number on it. But in
cases suited to their lengths.
the case of a gool many there were two numbers, one the old one left
un scored out and the other the new number given by the Conference
Pandit.
Hence there was some confusion, and some of the manuscripts
Probably the wrong
I wanted to examine did not appear to turn up.
the numbers
whereas
their
in
case,
or old numbers were read out to me
^noted down by me were the new ones. Amongst those that did not
torn up there were some of which I wanted only to verify the dates,
Dr. Biihler mentions a manuscript of
because they were so old.
Samvat 1160 as the oldest manuscript he saw in the Bhandar (Gough,
But according to the new list there are at least seven older
p. 117).
than that, the dxtes being Samvat 924, 1005, 1120, 1127, 11-^9, ] 144
and 11 55.' Of these I verified the dates 1 27 and 1139. Of two the
dates in the list escaped me when I went through the list, and I did
not note the manuscripts down for inspection. Two did not turn up
and of one, that bearing the date Samvat 924, a Ms. of Das'avaikalika
with
Haribhadra's commentary, I could not easily find
i

the date.

Among

the notable manuscripts, I saw one of Vastupgllaby Jayasiraha Kavi. It
(dynasty of the ChauVam^a
begins with an account of the Chaulukya
22.

pras'asti

(a

poem

in praise of Vastupala)

15
Mularaja is spoken of as having" subdued
lukyas) from Mulaiaja I.
Kachchhapa {ef. Sukritasamkirtana, 11. C) and been rendered glorious
during the strife with Sindhuiaja (probably of Malava) and being
served by kings of the Dekkan of thirty-six royal families. On
Bhimadeva's accession S'ri (royal dignity personified) is represented to
have given up her embrace of king Bhoja, speech to have forsaken his
mouth and the sword his hand. Jayasimha Siddharaja's horses are
mentioned as having thrown up dust on to the face of the woman in
Kumarathe shape of the fame of the Malava king {cf, Sukr. II. 34).
pala is stated to have supported the Jaina religion^ put Arnor^lja (of
Sambhar) into a fright, to have seized Kunkana {cf, Sukr. II. 41-3
and Kfrtik. II. 47-8) and glorified the Destroyer of Smara (the god
The last probably alludes
Siva' who burnt up the god of love with fire).
to the rebuilding of Somnath.
Bhtmadeva II. laid on the Chaulukya

L^vanyaprasada the duty of raising up his glory. The latter's son,
Viradhavala, asked Bhimadeva to recommend to him a minister.
Bhimadeva recommended Vastupala and Tejahpala^ who held under
him the oflfice of Srikarana (probably that of chief secretaryship) and
transferred their services to Viradhavala (Sukr. III. bl 59).
In doing
so he gave a genealogy of the two.
It is the same as that given in
Some^vara^s Suratho?ava (Dr. Bhandarkar's Report for 1888-84, p. 21)
and in Some^vara's Vastupilapra^asti in Tejahpala^s temple on Mount
Abu (Kirtikaumudi^ Appendix, pp. 1-10). At Kii-tik. Ill 61-2 it
is stated that LavaiiyaprasdJa thought of these two ministers himself.
But the account given in Arisimha^s Sukritasamkirtana, Canto III,
agrees pretty closely with the one given here.
There Kumarapala,
*•
grandfather ^* (great-uncle) of Bhtmadeva II, appeared to the latter
in a dream and advised him to take Lavanyaprasaxla as the supporter
of hie kingdom and make him lord of all (sarve^vara) and to crown
Viradhavala as heir-apparent. When Bhimadeva the next morning
made this proposal to the father and the son they agreed and the
latter asked Bhimadeia to recommend to him a mantrin (minister),
which Bhimadeva did in the manner stated in this pra^asti (Biihler's
Das Sukritasamkirtana, pp. 42 -6). Of the ancestors of the two
brothers, Soma, the Pras^sti tells us, did honour amongst divinities
only to Tirthakrid, amongst stores of learning only to the guru
Haribhadra and amongst masters only to Siddhe^a (Sukr III. 50).
Haribhadra may be the same as the author of Tattvaprabodha (about
Samvat 1225) and the Haribliadra mentioned in verse 70 of Some^vara's pra^asti^ and Siddhe^a is of course Jayasimha Siddharaja.
When Viradhavala marched against the Mdravas (Marvad princes)
Vastnpila forded the sea of the forces of the Yadu Simhana.*
He built the Inilramandapa in front of Nabheya, wliich is the
ornament of Satrumjaya. Many other similar works of his are
.

•

referred to, such as the building of big lak:s on a
ledge of
Satrumjaya and in Padaliptanagari and Arka j dlitakagrama and of
temples on the Ujjayanta mountain^ restoration of the temple of the
Lord of St-ambhana, in which there were idols of Nabheya and
Neminatha not fashioned by hands. Once Tejahral i informed his elder
brother of a K^vya (verses)
recited
by Suri Jayasimha [i.e.j the
author of the pra^asti himself) to him when on one occasion he visited

*

*

—
IG
Bhrigupura (Broach) to do honour to Snvrata. In that Kavrya the
]X)et prayed for 25 golden staffs (Kal}'anadaiida), in place of bamboo
These Vastupala granted and for the
ones, for the temple of Suvrata.
gift Vastupala and Tejahpala are glorified in the rest of the pras'asti.
The production of the whole poem is due to that gift. In the last
verse Jayasimha gives his own name and speaks of himself as a bee
devoted to the lotuses of the feet of Suvrata.

Another noteworthy manuscript was that of the play
(humbling of the pride of Hammira) by
Jayasimha, tied up between the same wooden boards as the above. The
name of the work occurred in the old list shown to Dr. Biihler, but he
did not find the manuscript itself.
The late Mr. N. J. Kirtane, who
chanced upon a manuscript of Hammirakavya by Nayachandi-asuri and
edited the work, took it to be the same work as that mentioned in the
23.

Hammiraraadamardana

But now that the manuscript has been recovered it is evident that
the two are not the same.
Nayachandi-asuri^s work is a Kavya (poem)
in glorification of Hammira.
The present work is a quasi-historical*
play^ the subject of which is the humbling of the pride of another
Hammira. The details given about the author^ in the introduction, are
list.

as follows

:

There was formerly in Bhrigunagari a Suri (Jaina teacher) by
name Virasuri, devoted to the feet of Suvrata. He had as pupil a
poet named Jayasimha who was Agastya to (who dried up) the sea of
the intellects of rival poets and whose feet were resorted to by hundreds
He composed the play,
of Sitambara (S^vetanibara Jaina) ascetics.
which was the fame incarnate of Vimdhavala, who wss the Kalpataru
The play was
(wishing-tree) in the forest of the Chulukya race.
filled to the full with the nine rasas (sentiments).

At

the end the play is dedicated to Vastupala and there
identical stauzaf in both the above pras'asti and this play ^.

is

an

24. From these details it is possible to identify the author of the
play with that of the pras'asti noticed above. The date at the end of
the manuscript is Samvat 1286 which may be the date of even the
I have got a copy made and myself com^composition of the play ^.
But the reading of the
pared a large portion of it with the original.
manuscript has been no easy matter. The work not being ajl in verse
like a Kavya, metre has been of very little use in that respect.
Further, most of the prose is Prakrit and that increases the diflSculty.
To add to all this, though the leaves of the manuscript are perfectly
well preserved, at least half a dozen leaves are rendered altogether
illegible, through the ink having faded in some cases and through the
leaves being thoroughly blackened by the rubbing of the ink in others.

25.

The play

of the play would not be uninteresting.
represented as being acted on the occasion of the Bhimes'-

A short abstract
is

It is rery dilHoult to sav what particles of truth there are in the play.
t Matikaljialata yasya inanasthUnakaroptA | phalam Gurjarabhupauani samTcalpitamakalpayat )}.

!
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vara fair at Slambhatiitha, which is the kundala (an ear ornament) on
the ri^ht side of the face of the river Mahi. Jayantasimha, the lion who
sports in the forest of the family of Vastnpala— of course^Vastupala's
A pp. p. 6) has commanded the performance of
son (Kirtik.
a play full of the nine rasas (sentiments) for the delectation of people
who had teen nauseated by witnessing the performance, by actors
from all parts, of the prakan^iias (plays) made up of Bhayanaka
(sentiment of terror) alone ; and the present play is represented as being
The Stitradhara (the
acted in pursuance of those commands.
principal manager) congratulates himself on the happy conjunction
The actois
of circumstances on the occasion of the performance.
the spectaof
are excellent ^, Jayantasimha Sachiva (minister) is one
tors, Lord Viradhavala (the hero) is the abode of valour and glory
and the poet is Jayasimhasuri of wonderful faculty. After the
introduction Viradhavala and Tejahpala are introduced on the^ stage

—

praises on Vastupala and
In the course of this, which is a sort of
mutual ixdulation, Viradhavala refers to the cleverness Vastujala
The army of the Yadu king had
displayed on a previous occasion.
marched from afar and put Srisimha^ lord of Latades'a, in fear.
The frightened lord of Malava too had weakened the power Srisimba
derived from the help of a circle of friends by, I suppose, leaving him
in the lurch.
Under these circumstances, Vastupala had by his
cleverness succeeded in converting orisimha, who had been made a foe
Viradhavala refers also to
before, into a friend of Viradhavala \
Vastupala's foiling the attempt against him of Samgramasimha
(also elsewhere named S'ankha), who was son of Sindhuraja and nephew
On that occasion
(brother's son) of Simha, the lord of Latades'a.
Samgramasimha remembering his paternal enmity had drawn with
him the commanders of Simhana and was following the footsteps
of Viradhavala, while Viradhavala
was engaged in chastising
the Maru (Marwad) kings. Then the present situation is referred
to.
King Simhana has marched against him, having absorbed vs^
the sea of his forces numerous kings.
He has been set on to do so by
the son of Sindhuraja, whose former hostility has been rekindled by the
On another side the Turashka
discomfiture caused by Vastupala.
warrior has marched against Viradhavala, shaking the earth with his
vast army.
On another side yet the king of Malava has begun to
march against him, burning hosts of enemies ^. Out of this situation in
which he is thus pressed on all sides he trusts to Vastupala' s intellect
alone, he says, to see him safe.
He praises the
Vastupala then enters.
energy and diligence in the king's affairs shown by Lavanyasimha, son of
Tejahpala. Lavanyasimha, he says, has sent out secret spies who have
alreday won the confidence of the Samdhivigrahikas (ministers cf peace
and war) of the hostile kings. He further states that the spies
serving as the only eyes to the hostile kings, the kings have become
puppets to be managed by strings. There is further mutual adulation,
in the course of which Tejahpala refers to the valour displayed by
Viradhavala during the fight at Panchagiama.
Then Viradhavala
announces his intention of marching against Hammiravira at Itast,
since the other hundreds of hostile kings were being quieted by the
B 173-3

engaged

in conversation.
the latter on Viradhavala.

The former heaps
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by the exercise of his intellect alone.^ Vastupala cousents, but
him against pursuing a fleeing enemy for reasons based on
prudence. Then he tells him to start at once and ally himself with the
lords of Maru before they have joined the Mlechchha Chakravartin who
is close at hand.
And thus, he adds, the Mlechchha Chakravartin too
would be foiled simply by his intellect being overpowered by the fear due
minister

advises

So saying he whispers something
even here
he has so arranged it that Viradbavala would meet with success without
By this time it is midday and the first act closes
the shedding of blood.
here.
A long interlude folio w^s in which Lavaiiyasimha (son of Tejahpala) enters on the stage.
It is nearly evening then and he revels in a
description of the evening scene.
After he has done he turns to the
present situation.
On account of Vastupala expediting the march,
the kings of Marudesa, into whose provinces the Mlechchha king's
forces are marching at their will, entertaining hopes and fears, have
at once allied themselves with Viradbavala.
The names of the kings
are Somasirnha, Udayasimha and Dharavarsha.
So also has Bhimasimha, the jewel in the parted hair of Surashtra^ (province of Sorath
personified as a woman), hastened to gather, as it were, the ripe fruit
of the tree of the love of Viradbavala, the son of Madanadevi.
Then
Lavanyasiraha alludes to the success that Vastupala's plans are meeting
with.
The kings of Mahitata and Latade^, Vikramaditya and
Sahajapala, had before formed a coalition and seceded when Viradbavala
was pressed by the Yadu king. But there is now a split between
them and each is vying with the other in trying to gain the heart
of Viradbavala, and, the big rivers having
joined the ocean of
Viradhavala's forces, the rivulets also are doing the same.^^
to

Viradbavala being

so

close.

into the ears of his brother Tejahpala^^ probably to say that

Lavanyasiniha expresses surprise that the two spies he had sent tp
put a stop to the march of the king of the Dekkan and the Malava
king have not yet returned. Just then enters one of them, Nipuuaka.
Here a whole leat has become almost wholly illegible. Passing over the
leaf, we find Nipunaka in the midst of his explanation to Lavaiiyasimha
of the stratagem by which he and the other spy, Suvega, managed to
take in Sirnhana. Nipunaka had given Simhana to understand that the
forces of Hammira were laying waste the environs of the Gurjara land
and that Viradbavala had gone against them by forced marches.
Simhana thought that a fitting opportunity to attack Gujarat.
Nipunaka says that he persuaded him of the advisability of desisting for
the present and attacking Viradbavala when he had exhausted himself
against Hammira and ol staying for the present where he was, i.e.,
at the head of the roads leading to the Gurjara and Malava des'as.
Simhana accordingly, he adds, had begun enjoying himself on the
bank of the Tapi or Tapanatanaya. Next he reports how he and
Suvega brouoht about a separation between Simhaya and Samgramasimha. He had previously got a horse marked with the name of
king Devapala presented to Samgr4masiinha. Suvega then allowed
himself to be caught with a letter on his person looking at first like
blank paper but disclosing the written letters on exposure to the sun.
The letter purported to be from Devapaladeva to his Man dales' vara
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(tributary chief)» Saragramasimha, asking him to accept the jewel o£
a horse he had sent him, and commandinof him not to move from his
camp until by a sudden unexpected march he (Devapala) hid enga^^ed in
It purported
battle '^ this king " who was entering the Gurjara land
to further advise him that he should then make of his sword a boat
to cross over to the other side of the ocean of the enmity caused by the
Then Nipunaka^ who was fully in the confidence
killing of his father J ^
of Simhanadeva^ was asked to ascertain the truth about the horse.
tie went outside and had Samgramasimha informed that Sirnhanadeva
was wroth against him. He then came back to Sirnhanadeva and
informed him that the hoi'se was marked with the name of the king
(Devapala is thus shown to have been the name of the
of JVTalava.

Samgramasiinha fled away through fear.
And
has
now
marched
against
Nipunaka,
Malava
and
Simhai^a^ says
Devapala has advanced to meet him. Then both Nipunaka and Lavanyasimha start to inform Yiradhavala and the interlude ends.

Malava king.)

In the second act Vastupala enters on the stage. He indulges in a
long description of the moonlight night. He rejoices to have learnt
(from Suvega) of the split between Simhana and Samgramasimha and
thinks that the former would be powerless to destroy without a guide
belonging to that part of the country^ which the latter was. Then he
praises Samgramasimha very highly, refers to a previous victory of
his over the army of Simhanaj by which he put into shade the
vismayarasa (sentiment of wonder or astonishment) which had
previously been witnessed on the Reva (Narmada) when Havana's
pride was checked by Arjuna (Kartavirya) ; and adds that with
presents and sweet words he is'seeking an alliance^ ^.
Just then word
IS brought in that Samgramasimha has marched in great haste against
Stambhatirtha.

Vastupala, incensed at this treachery, at once sends

(Bhuvanaka) who has come to treat with him on behalf
of Samgramasimha, and forces under S^urapala and others are at once
prepared to march for the relief of the place.
Bhuvanaka comes in,
sees the preparations and hears Vastupala threaten that he woul^
make the sea red by its embrace of the Mahi dyed with blood. He
wonders how the news of Samgramasimha' s march has got abroad and,
struck with amazement at the quickness of the preparations, denies
the fact.
He says that his master has marched to the Gurjara canrp
to join Viradhavala and allay the itching of the arms of the Turushkas
and Turanas. Resolved that that would be the right course for his
master to follow, he inwardly determines to send word secretly to
him to do accordingly. " Whichever it be," says Vastupala with a
look full of meaning ^'you had better hasten yo»r master '^ and
for the officer

Then turning to Nipunaka * he learns that Nipunaka
Samgramasimha intent on crossing the great river Mahi. Vastupala then makes up his mind to arrange for the protection of
Dhavalaka and to march towards Stambhatirtha.
In Act III Viradhavala and Tejahpala come on the stage. It is
morning and Viradhavala indulges in long descriptions of the morning
discharges him.

left

*

Or Suvega

?

There

is

no stage direction except this " Nipuuakam prati " to
show that cither ia on the staj^c.
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Viradhavala refers to the son of Sindhuraja having become
He is waiting for news of Jayatala, the ornament on
his friend.
the forehead of the Meda|^ataprithiv! (Mewad land), who had not
joined him and against whom Hammira has marched ^*.
That very
moment comes in the required news. The spy- Kamalaka brings in
word about the burning of the whole of Mewad by Hammira's
warriors.
He gives a long and harrowing account of the sack. At
last, he relates, dressed as a Turushka, he raised a cry " Run away,
Viradhavala is come ^\ Then the Turushkas began to nm away in
all directions and the people pressed forward to see their saviour.
In
their midst Kamalaka dropped his assumed Tunishka garb and t6ld
them that Viradhavala was at the very heels of Hammira^s forces
and the more eagerly the people pressed forward the more quickly ran
away the enemy. Then renaarks Viradhavala that all his enemies
except the Mlechchhas have been won over by the intellect of his
minister.
To this Tejahpala replies that Vastupala has laid plans for
taking in Hammira also in the same way.
scene.

an interlude in which two spies in Turushka
Kuvalayaka and S^ighraka^ the two being
brothers.
The latter relates that by Tejahpala's direction he had gone
to the Khalip, the lord of Bagdad and other provinces and sovereign
over the whole race of the Mlechchhas, representing himself to be a
messenger of king Khapparakhana. He told the Khalipa that Milachchhikara through arrogance did not obey even the Khalipa's orders.
The Khalipa put into his hands an order directing Khapparakhana that
Milachchhikara should be put into chains and sent to the Khalipa. The
order was taken to Khapparakhana. He turned against Milachchhikara.
In the meanwhile S'ighraka secretly informed Milachchhikara's son of
the steps that were being taken against his father, and the son has
oighraka is consent Sighraka off in haste to inform his father,
sequently at that moment going to Milachchhikara in order to make
him miserable by the information he is about to give him.
After this there

is

dress are introduced, viz.y

Milachchhikara with his minister Gori Isapa is introduced in Act IV
as possessed by feelings of anxiety, anger, despondency and shame.
He is consulting with his minister with reference to the news he had
Suddenly there is a great noise behind and
al)oat Khapparakhana.
a cry that some soldiers are coming fast slaying all about them.
Immediately are heard a hasty enquiry as to where Milachchhikara
Milachchhikara and his minister
is and Viradhavala^s call for him,

run away. Viradhavala enters and he is disappointed at his enemy
having escaped death at his hande. Long praise of Viradhavala by
Dvarabhatta (a* bard who has accompanied him in military dress)
He then has Tejahpala called in. A dialogue follows in
follows.
the course of which Viradhavala speaks of his not intending to
pursue such a coward as Hammira, who was frightened at his name
It is
only, being already half unnerved by the schemes of Vastupala.

midday when the act ends.
In
is in

A.ct

V comes

Dhavalaka

Jayatalladevi.

Ho
(overseer of women's apartments).
and waiting for news to confort Viradhavala's queen
He gets news that Hammira having been put to
Kanchukin

•
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Viradhavala has started hack for Dhavalaka. Then enter ViraOn their
dhavala and Tejahpala in a Naravimana (earthly balloon).
way they see, describe and praise: the Arbuda mountain the hermitage
of Vasishtha near it ; the city of Chandravati, the capital of the
dynasty of Paramaras brought into existence by Vasishtha ; the river
Sarasvati which enters the earth as if to destroy the hells that exist
the place where near its eastward
in spite of her purifying presence
flowing waters dwells Bhadramahakala (god S'iva) in the vicinity of
Siddhapura the capital of the Giirjara kings (Anahilapattana) with
its lake the Siddhasagara (generally called Sahasralinga) ; and the
city of Karnavati on the Sabhramati, to the music of the drum of
wbpse waves dances Lakshmi on the stage of the lotuses of the hands
of Lavanaprasada. At last they come to Dhavalaka.
Viradhavala
stays in a garden outside the city to await an auspicious occasion
for triumphal entry into the city.
He there meets his Vidushaka
The queen is called here Jaitradevi. When
(jester) and his queen.
the time for the entry arrives Vastupala and Tejahpala come out
The latter tells Viradhavala that the former has by his cleverriding.
ness made the Hammiravira Milachchhikara inclined to make peace.
Milachchhikara's two gurus (preceptors), by name Radi and Kadi,
after gaining for him from the Khalipa the favour of being seated
on the throne, were coming by sea along with the Khalipa^s minister
They were captured and imprisoned in Stambhatirtha
Vajradina.
to
ransom them Milachchhikara has made an alliance for
and in order
Then they enter the city. On entry Viradhavala getting into
life.
a temple of Siva praises the god. The god manifests himself and
asks what boon he might confer and the play ends with the conferring
of the boon asked.
Then there follow two stanzas, a small part of
which has been lost. They contain a dedication of the play to Vastuflight,

;

;

;

pala.

Thus the
scheming

victory over

Hammira

represented as a triumph of a

is

policy.

The following

are the historical personages (besides ViradhaTejahpala and Jayasimha, the author) introduced as
characters or merely mentioned in the play :— Madanadevi (mother
of Viradhavala) ; Jayataladevi or Jaitradevi (wife of Viradhavala)^
Jayantasimha (son of Vastupala) ; Lavanyasimha (son of Tejahpala) ;
Khalipa of Bagdad
Hammira Milachchhikara ; Simha, king of
Latades'a oankhaor Samgiamasimha,* son of Sindhuiaja and nephew
of the Simha
just mentioned, and Mandales'vara of Devapala of
Malavaf ; Simhana Devapaladeva, king of Malava
Somasimha,
Udayasimha and Dhaiavarsha, kings of Marudes'a Bhimasimha of
Surashtra Vikramaiitya of Mahitata
Sahajapala of Latades'a ; and
Jayatala of Mewad.

2C.

vala, Vastupala,

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

* Thab these are two names of the same prince is clear from Ktrti. iv. 66, 72 and
There is nothing in the Sukr. opposed to that. Dr. Biihler, however, takes
Sankha to be an ally of Saxngramasiipha (p. 36).

y.41.

t At least so represeuttid in the fictitious letter.
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27. Many oi these names are already known to the history of
Gujarat, occurring as they do in Kirtikaumudi and similar accounts
The names, Simha and Sahajapala of Latades'a are
of the period.
new. The latter is referred to by Lava ny asimha when speaking of a
past event as well as in connection with the events dealt with in the play.
The name Simha is referred to by Viradhavala in connection with a
They were probably two different names of the same
past event only.
A king of Latades'a is referred to in Kirtik. IV. 57, though
individual.
the name is not specified. Samgramasiipha^s blood relationship to this
Simha and perhaps also his political relationship to Devapala of Malava
Tie is spoken of as having pitrivaira
we learn from the present play
(hereditary feud) towards Viradhavala and nijapitrivadhavaira (enmity
due to the killing of his father) towards Simhana also. In Kirtik.
(IV. 68) his own emissary is represented as praising his bravery highly,
and here high praise of him is put into the mouth of Vastupala.
Devapaladeva is mentioned in two inscriptions at Udepur and in the
Harsauda inscription (Ind.- Ant., XIX. 24 and XX. 83, 310). He
seems to be the same as the father of Jaitugi, in whose reign As'adhara
.

his commentary on his own Dharmamrita in Samvat 1300
(Dr. Bhandarkar's Report/^ 1883-84, p. 105). One of the Udepur
inscriptions gives him the date 1286 Sana vat and the present
The Marwad princes are mentioned in the
play about the same.
Kirtikaumudi, but their names are not specified. We have here the
names of three of them. Of these Dharavarsha is mentioned in the
Chatur\dms'atiprabandha ; and Udayasimha* is mentioned as king of
Javalipura of the Chahumana family, As'varaja s'akha (branch), and
son of Samarasimha and grandson of Ketu. So also is Bhimasimha
of Smashtra mentioned therein as Bhimasimha of Bhadres'vara.
In Kirtik, (IV.
Vikramaditya of Mahitata is a new name.
57) a Godrahanatha (lord of Godraha) is referred to and Ghughula,
who reigned at Godraha in Mahitata, is mentioned in Chaturvims'atiprabandha (Kirtik., pp. xxiii xxiv). Jayatala of Mewad seems to be
The two forms, Jayataladevi and Jaitradevi of the
Jaitrasimha.
name of Viradhavala's queen show that Jaitra and Jayatala are interSamvat 1270 occurs as a date of Jaitrasimha on a pillar
changeable.
temple
of Ekalingaji in Mewad (Bhavnagar inscriptions, p. 93).
in the

composed

'

—

In Canto IV of the Kirtikaumudi are described an impending
of Lavanapraeada and Viradhavala with Simhana of the
Deccan and the way in which they were encountered by foes on all
The details given by Somes' vara appear to agree with the
sides.
28.

conflict

events referred to by Viradhavala in Act I of the present play
as having happened in the past,^ and the date of the Ms, is 1286
Samvat (or A. D. 1230).
29.

And who

is

Hammira ? From all the details sHiven he seems
name Hammira a transfoimation of Amir. Ham-

the

to be a Turk and the
mira or Hamvira, a name given to either Sabuk-Tigin or Mahmud of
Ghaznl in the Mahoba inscription, is a similar instance. The story
about the way in which the Hammira is tricked into seeking peace as
given in the play is but a version of a story of which two different
versions are already known from the Chaturvimsatiprabandha and
• Father-iu-law of Viradhavala'i son, Virama,

Sec suppkincutary note.

—
.
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Merutim^a's Prabandhacliintdmani (Kirtik., pp. xxiv-xxv). The latter
does not specify the name of the person on whom the trick was
practised but simply calls him Mlechchhapati Suratrdiia (Sultan, the
The other does specify the name as Suratlord of the Mleehchhas).
But this name can never be made to correspond to
raua Mojadtna.
Mtlachchhikara, the name given in the play. The emperor of Delhi
meant in the play is, I am disposed to think, Saltan Shamsu-d-duny^
wau-d-dln Abu-1-Muzaffar Altamsh or in short Sultan Shamsu-d-din.
He came to the throne of Delhi in 1210 A. D. and died in 1235. On
account of the marks of intelligence evident in all his actions he had
been elevated to the rank of Ami r-Shikdr (chief huntsman) by Kutbud-diu and I believe Milachehhikara is a transformation of Amir-Shikar
There
(Elliot and Dowson s History of India, Vol. II., pp. 320—8).
Muizzu-d-din
rulingat the time
does not seem to have been any
between A. D. 1206 and 1240 and Viradhavala reigned from 1233 to
1238. The date of Rajasekhara's Prabandhachaturvim^ti is 1405
Sarnvatand that of Merutunga's work is Samvat 1361. Jayasimha's
is a contemporary work and he is likely to be more correct as to the
person on whom could possibly be practised, if practised at all, any such
trick as has been mentioned above.
30.
The name Lavanyasimha as that of Tejahpala's son suggests
a surmise.
The name occurs in Kirtikaumudi and elsewhere also.
Arisimha; the author of the historical poem Sukritasamkirtana, is
mentioned in the Prabandhakosha of Raja^ekhara as having been first
introduced to Visaladeva by Amaraehandra, his pupil in poesy.
But,
says Dr. Biihler in his paper on the poem, when an Indian poet
praises his hero's liberality in the way in which it is praised in
this poem,
he does so either in gratitude for favours received or
in hopes of receiving them, and that it is clear from one passage
that the singer had been liberally rewarded by Vastupala (p. 7)"^.
Arisimha must, therefore, have presented himself at court while
Vastupala was still in power. But Vastupala lost his high positioOj
soon after Visaladeva^s accession and died in Samvat 1298. Consequently Biihler thinks that the statement made by Bajasekhara
is
doubtlessly
incorrect,
viz., that
Amarapandita and through
him Arisimha first came to the court at Dholka during the reign
of Vfsaladeva (circa Samvat 1296-1318).
The reason does not
seem to be a very strong one. In connection with the date of S'riharsha, the author of the Naishadhakavya, Biihler himself says
that Raja^ekhara who wrote in the middle of the 14th century
might be expected to obtain trustworthy information regarding a
person who lived about the time of Kumarapala (A. D. 1143-74)t.
Much more, therefore, can he be expected to have obtained trustworthy
information about a later person who lived about the time of Visala* The passage ho thinks most convincing

t Journ. B. B. R. A.

is

S.,

II. 53 (54 is

X,

p. 35.

a misprint)

:

—

:
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D. 1238-61). Secondly, even when Vastupala ceased to be in
power he mast have beea very rich and in a position to reward poets.
Merutunga in his Chintamani speaks of his having rewarded Some^(leva (A.

vara at that time (p. 268, Ramchandra Shastrin^s edition). But may
not Livanyasimha, the father of Arisimha, be the same as the son of
Tejahpala, and Arisimha consequently a grandson of Tejahpala?
When Vastupala expecting his own death was about to start for
S'atrumjaya he called about him, says Rajasekhara, his son Jayantasimha and Tejahpala with his putra ov pntras (son or sons) and jDfl?^^m
or pautras (grandson or grandsons) (Biihler's L'as Sukr., p. 6, note 2).
So Tejahpala had a pautra and if Arisirnha should have been such a
one, Biihler's doubts would not be justified, even if Vastujala had
And it
not been in a position to reward poets aft^r his loss of power.
would perhaps make it more explicable why Amarachandra composed
the last four stanzas of each canto of the Sukritasarnkirtana, which
have very httle close connection with what precedes and the first three
of which generally contain direct praises of, and invoke blessings on,
Vastupala and the fourth praises Arisimha^s poetic skill. The passage
cited in a footnote on the previous page is from Amarachandra's
Arisirnha might have accepted the patronage (a permanent
portion.
appointment and a high salary which latter was soon after doubled) of
Visaladeva after Vastupala lost his power or had even died, and perhaps
just because he was related to Vastupala so closely he might not have
sought it and happened to be introduced by his pupil Amarachandra.
31.

Among other notable
may be mentioned

following

A
Iti

manuscripts existing in the Bhandar the
:

copy of th? BhattiUavya, the colophon at the end of which reads
Bhattibrahmaoasya
Valabhivastavya-Sri-Svamisunor
kritau

Ramakavyam samaptam

(see Trivedi^s Bhatti, Introdn. p. xvii).

Chakrapaiiivijayakavya

by

Lakshmidhara.

The

copy

in

the

Collection, 73/74, No. 2^, must be a copy of this Ms.
'^n the introduction the author states that in the Gaudas there is a
village called Bhattakosala of members of the Sandilya kula (family),

Decoan College

In that
the dwellers in which are devoted to the service of Kes'ava.
Bhatta,
Ajita,
Vaikuntha,
Sristambha
family were born Naravahana
and Lakshmidhara, each succeeding one being son of the preceding.
The author seems to have flourished at the court of a Bhojadeva^^
The subjects of thecintos are such as these: Balivarnana, Haraprasadana, Ubhavarncma, Kartikeya-Yuddhaj &c.

—

A commentary on the Karpuramanjan, called Karpurakusuma, by
Premaraja, who was th:! son of Praya^adasa, the ornament of the
The Ms. is dated Samvat 1538.
Sahigila family in the solar line^®.
A copy of Chandapala's commentary on Damayanti-Champu dated
Samvat U84.
Dharmameru's commentary on Raghuvams'a.
Raghuvams'atika composed in Samvat 1164 by Ratnagani.

A

copy of Halayudha^s Kavirahasya with Ravidharma^s commenSamvat 1216.

tary dated

25
Atjopy of Karpuraprakarana

n

in

which the compiler

is

rajntionid a«

pupil of Vajras'ekharasCiri.

Chandradutakavya hy Jimbuiia<^akavi,

MS.

dated 1342 Samvat.

Commentary on Gifca-Govindi by Ja^addhara

A

Virahinipr&lapa by Keli cjnsisting of

five

called

S iradipika.

stanzas only.

I saw the name in the list made for the
But unfortunately th? manuscript was not found
when I wanted to see it. There is a mahakavya of that name by
Harsha, the celebrated author of the Naishadhiya which has not

Vijayapras'astikclvya.

Jaina Coal'erence.

yet been discovered.
Similarly there was a Bhartriharicharita also m3utioned
which did not turn up.

Vyakarana composed

in

Samvat

1

080

in

in the list

Javalipura by

Bud Ihi-

sagara, the favoured oae of Vardhamana, and Jines'vara. Wishin;^ to
do good to the world, he wrote Pancha-granthi (work of that name or
The name of the work would, from certain words in
five works).
the beginning, seem to be S^abdalakshmalak&haiia^®. There is another
work of his in the collection called Pi-amaualakshmalakshana. lu

Abhayadeva's commentary on Ha:ibhadra^s Pauchasak^'^hyaprakarana
Baddhisigara is gpoken of as OcibdaJilakshmapratipadakah. (Ind.
Ant. XI, 248^).

Sambandhoddyota by Babhasanandi. The work treats of Karakasambandha. The subject, thereFore, seems to be grammar and not, as
iias

been believed, Vedanta.

Commentary on Udbhata^amkara, Udbhatalamkarasarasamgraha,
by Kaumkana Praliharenduiaja^^. (BUhler's Kas'm Rep. p. 6b). The
copy iu the Deccan College collection, 7'd!7\', No 6i, must be a copy
-of this Ms.
The author was pupil of the Brahmin, Mukula, whom
he praises highly in the introduction and at the end.
.

,

Kalpalataviveka, a supplement to Kalpapallava, a commentary on
the Kavyakalpalata.
The Viveka is also accompanied by a com^
mentary^^.
One of the Mss. is dated Samvat 1205, «. e., 1149 A. D.
But this would seem to be incorrect, as the author of the Kavyakalpalata flourished " about the middle of the 13th century " (see
Dr. Bhandarkar's Report, 83/4, p. 6).

Jayadeva^s Chhandahs'astra.
This is in the form of Sutras.
Date
Samvat 1190 or 1134 A. D. Jayadeva's work is one of those
mentioned as having been studied by Jinavallabha who lived at the
end of the eleventh and the beginning of the twelfth century. (My
abstract
of Sumatigaui's Lives oE certain Yugapradhanas or Jaina
of Ms.,

Dr. Bhandarkar's Report for 82/83, pp. 47 and 228).
There is a commentary on it by Harshata, son of Bhatta Mukulaka.
No. 72 of the Deccan College collection of 73/4 musb be a copy of
the Ms., that there is in this Bhandar, containing bo:h the text and
the commentary.
pontiffs, in

Chhandovichiti by Virahanka. It is in Prakrit. There is also a commentary on it by Gopd'a, son of Chandrapala. The test is at the end
called Kahasiddhachchhanda and the commentary Krjtasi.jdhavivritiB 173 — 4:
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A

Cbhandonus'asana by Jinesvara with a commentary by Mnni-

cbandrasuri.

Another Chhandonus'asana by Jayakirtisur*.
Vyaktiviveka. The same as is noticed by Burnell at p. 58^ of his
Tanjore catalogue. The first line given there is not complete, The
So the
first word is ann^ndndntarhhdvam instead of arimndndntam.
vyanjana
or
the
prove
that
object of the author is to
process by which
a sense is implied or suggested is nothing but inference. The author
is spoken of as a pupil of the great poet S^amala and a son of ondharsha^^.

Eajasekhara^s Kavyamim^rnsa, Adhikarana T, Kavirahasya. KavyamimanfiEakara is mentioned by a commentator on the Sakuntala (Oxf»
Cat. 135/z.).
fragment of the first Adhikarana has been discovered
at Anhilwad Patau (Peterson's Fifth Report, p. 19).
The Ms. in the
Jaisalmer Bhandar is not in a perfect state of preservation.
In the
beginning the author says '^
shall consider kavya in the manner
the divine Svayambhu taught it to Srikantha, Parameshthin, Vaikuntha
and others of his sixty-four pupils, who could come to birth at will.
Amongst them was R avya-purusha, son of Sarasvati. Him Prajapati
get to promulgate the Kavya-vid} a (poetics) by giving him a divine eye.
He taught it to the celestials at great length in eighteen Adhikaranas.
Of them Indra^ studied Kavirahasya^ ouvarnaLabha the Ptitinirnaya,.
Prachetas the Anupiasika, Yamathe Yamakas, Sesha the oabdaslesha,
Pulastya the Yastava, Aupakayana the Aupamya, Para^ara the Ati
^aya, Utathya the Arthaslesha, ,,
, Nandike^vara the Basadhikarika, Vishana the Devadhikarana, Upamamyu the Gunaujadanika.
Then they composed works, each one treating of his own division.
But being thus spread out the vidya (science) was to some extent lost.
So the whole has been abridged and set forth in eighteen Adhikaranas.
Then the Prakaraiias and Adhikaranas are enumerated. Sustrasamgraha (the first Adhyaya),
cSstranirdesa, Kavyapurushotpatti,
Padavakyaviveka^. Pathapratishtha,
Vakyavidhis, Kavivisesha,
Kavicharja, Eajacharja^ Kakuprak^rah, S'abdarthaliarai>opayah, Kavisamaya, Desak^lavibhaga and Bhuvanakc^a make up
the first Adhikfcirana, Kavirahasya. '^ Of the Sutra there will be a
cbhashya ^^ promises the author. He is Eajasekhara of the Yay^vara
family and he has treated of the Kavyamimam&a, abridging the
The date of the Ms. is 1216 Samvat.
extensive views of the Munis^^.
This date and the fact that the author belonged to the Yayavara
fajnily make it not unUkely that the author was the same as the
This may be one of the dramatist's
celebrated dramatist Eajas'ekhara.
six prabandhas mentioned in the beginning of Balaramayana, unless
by the word piabandhas dramatic or poetical cempositions only are

A

:

We

intended.

A

copy of the Kavyaprakas'a by Bajaraka Maramata and Alaka
at Arahihi-j-ataka in Sanivat 1215 during the reign of Maharajadhiraja Paramabhattaraka Kum^rajiala, who had obtained a boon from
One additional epithet given fo Kumara]:a!a here
the lord of Uma.
h.^ nijabhuiavikTamaran^nganavinirjita-Sakambharibhupala, i.e.y who-

made
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of his arms conquered the Kia^* of Sakambhari
(Sambhar) ou the field of bittle. The Sambhar King is of course
Arnoraja (see Bo. Gazetteer, Vol. I., Pt. i, pp. 184ff.) and the victory
over him is thus shown to have been won not later than Samvat 1215

had by the valour

orll59A.

D.2i

by Ratnachandra,
Nanditakhya(dhya ?)-?rakritachchhandovritti
(Pet. III^ p. 224.)
Mandavyapurag-achchha
Devacharya
of
the
pupil of

A

The words at the
portion of a commentary on Brahmasiddhi.
Brahmasiddhih karikah samaptah }i
end are ; Tritiyakandara
|

Tattvaprabodhasildhi-siddhaajana

Moghadeva

by

Harihara,

son of Bhatta

Mis'ra.

a small work dealing with Nyaya,
Vais'eshika, Jaina, Samkhya, Bauddha, Mimarnsa and Lokayatika
Sarvasiddhantapraves'aka,

doctrines.

Dharmottaratippana (i.e., commentary
Nyayabindu) by Mallavadyacharya.
Tdttvasarngrahapaujika by Kamalas'ila.

on Dharmottaracharya's

The

subject

Yogasudbaaidhi by Yadavasuri, the subject being

is

Nyaya.

Jyofcisha.

Commentary on Varahamihira's Laghujabaka by Matisagaropadhyaya.

A leaf

of a

leaf contains

Ms.

of

Sam2;'itas'a5trasarva3va

by Hridayes'a.

The

the Samjuaparibhashas.

Karmavipaka by Gargarishi with a commentary. The Ms. was
written in Samvat 1295 in Nalaka while Jayatungideva was reigning
by an inhabitant of Chitrakuta, who was devoted to Jinesvara of the
line to which Jinavallabha belonged^^.
This Jaitungideva must be
the Malava prince.

A

copy of Munichandrasuri^s commentary on the Anekaatajayapatakavritti composed in Samvat 1171.

^

Hitopades'amrita in Magadhi composed in Samvat
Visaladeva was reigning,

1310 while

A

copy of Vimalasuri^s Padaaacharlta made at Bhrigukachchlia in
Samvat 1198 during the reign of Vijayasimhadeva. In a verse at the
end the date of composition is given as 536 after Mahavira''s nirvana,

A

Nemichandrasuris Prithvichandracharitra made in
The work was composed in Samvat 1131. The author
be the same as the Nemichandra who stands 89th in the

copy

of

Samvat 1225.

seems to
Tapagachchhapattavali in Klatt's Records.

A Ms. of the Sardhas'atakavritti by Ajitasimha of the Chandragachchha dated Samvat 1171.
A

copy of a commentary on Gargarishi's Karmavipaka made
Samvat 1227,

m

Haribhadra's Panchasamgraha, Upades'apadaprakara^a and commentaries on Lighukshetrasamasa, Samgrahanisutra, and Jivabhi*

—
28
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In a verse at the end of the LagLukshetrasamasa-^
year of the Vikrama Samvat is given as the
panchs'itika must he taken to mean 580.^*
where
composition,

gamadhyayana.
vritti

date of

paiichas'itika

Upades'apada with a eoraraentary by Vardhamaua<-

Haribhadra's

One Ms. dated Samvat 1193, ano her Samvat 1212,
Copy of Haribhadra^s Samaradityacharita dated Samvat 1240.

suri.

Lalitavistara

by Haribhadra.

Haiibhadra's Kuvalayamala.

Chandraprabhacharita

Ms. dated Samvat 1139.

composed in Samvat 1138 by Siddhasuri,

who probably is the same as the guru of the guru of the
who wrote the Brihatkshetrasamasavritti in Samvat 1192.
Commentary on Haribhadra's Dharmabinduprakarana.
Nanditika, Durgapadavyakh} a, by Chandrasuri, pupil
Ms. dated Samvat 122(;.

Siddhasuri

of Dhanesvara.

Siddhasena Divakara^s Sammatisutra with the commentary of
Abhayadevasuri, pupil of Pradyumnasuri, Khandas I and II.
Umasvati^s Pras'amarati with Haribhadraoharja's Avachuri. Ms.
dated Samvat 1185.
Umasvati's Tattvartha with the Bhashya of Na:yaravachaka.
Nagaravachaka is another name of Umasvati himself (Pet. Ill, App,
p. 84 and II, p. 79).
Upades'akandali by Asada, son of ^' Kaduyaraya "
of the Bhillamala family (Pet. Ill, pp. 39-40).

Chaityavandanasutra with a commentary.
posed in Samvat 1174 by Yas'ahprabhasuri.

(Katukaraja)

The commentary com-

Samgrahani with a commentary.
The commentary composed in
Samvat 1139 by S'alibhadra who may be the same as is mentioned at
The Ms. is dated Samvat
Pet. V, App. p. 63, line 3 from bottom.

A copy of a Prakrifca Patiavali by Jinadattasuri made in Samvat
1171 at the great city, Pattana, during the reign of Jayasimhadeva.
Dharmavidhiprakarana by Nannasuri.

Copy

of

Ms. dated Samvat 1190.

Abhayadeva's Vipakasiitrav ritti dated Samvat 1185.

Samvegaranga^ila of Jinachandrasuri^ pupil of Buddhif agarasua.
Date of Ms. Samvat 1203.

Angavidya.
Mall apurushacharitra by S'ila^ha ya^ pupil of Maradevasuri.
Ms. is dated Samvat 1127.

The

32, By the side of this big Bhandar the other collections in the
Two of them contained a few
place were not of much importance.
palm leaf Mss. along with paper Mss. and two others were in utter
The following are some of the more important Mss. I
disorder.
noticed therein
:

Laghubhagavata by Gnsvimin,
Brihadvamanapurana.

•
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IThree cantos of a Jagatsimhayas'omahakavya written in honour of
Jaoatsimha, son of Kariia of Mewad, in emulation of Sriharsha's
Naishadhiya, by Bhatta Madana, son of Sri Krishna.
A palm-leaf copy of Haravijaya, dated Samvat 1228.

f

Durvisahparajaya, a play, by Kasinathakavi, relating to devotion
Vishnu [SWivishnnhhaktipradhdna). The Sutradhara is represented
as putting it on the stage at Mathura.
to

A

Ms.

of the Latakamelanaprahasana dated

Samvat 1602.

Kumarasambbavatika by Lakshmivallabha.

A

The compiler's
recent copy of a compilation of Suhhashitas.
naJie is not given nor the names of the authors of the verses quoted.
But the poets who are believed to have formed the nine jewels at the
court of Vikramaditya are enumerated and a stanza from each is
quoted.
The nine stanzas are as follows
:

—
Kshapanaka: —Arthi

—

Dhanvantari: Mitram
svachehhataya^
anonymously in the Subhashitas'arngadhara, &o.
1.

2.

etc.

This

occurs

nipatanam kamaturo

laghavamutthito

lafichhanam, &c.

—Nitirbhumibhujam
dhriti —
S'anku — Dharmah prag^va
3.

Amara

:

matirgunavatam hriran:^aEaaam

4.
This occurs in
chintyah, etc.
oarngadharapaddhati among verses quoted from Rajanitis, Smritis^
Bharata and Ramayana.
:

—Karpanyena
Ghatakarpara —Murkhe

Vetalabhatta
satyam krudha, &c.
5.

6.

:

yas'ah krudha gunachayo

s'antastapasvi

:

saro dharmas'ilo, &c.

dambhena

kshitipatiralaso

mat-

This verse does not^occur in the Ghatakarpara-

kavya.

—

Kalidasa
7.
Strinam
pratapah satam, &c.
:

8.

Varahamihira

mani daridro

;

yauvanamarthinamanugamo

— Vidvan salpadi (samsadi

?)

ra-jnah

pakshikah parinato

grihi, &c.

—

9.
Vararuchi:
Utkhatan pratiropayan, etc. This is quoted anoilymously by Vallabhadeva and amongst those extracted from Rajanitis,
etc., in

the S'arhgadharapaddhati.

Raghutika by Dharmameru.
Katantravistara by Karnadevopadhyaya S^rivardhamaaa.

A Linganus'asana by Durgottama with commentary.
Kavyaprakas'atil^a by Bhavaleva Misra. It was composed in S'aka
Lakshmana Samvat 524, in Pattana on the banks of the Ganges
w^ile Shah Jeban was ruling the earth. The author was son of
Misra S'rikrishnadeva and pupil of Bhavadeva Thakkura.
15.68,

Bhagavadgit^mritatarangini (Pushtimargiya).

A copy of Tarkikachudaaiani's Praminamanjari, dated S'aka 1335
and Samvat 1470.

30
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A

Jataka by Paramahamsa Parivrajakach^rya Vamana.

Paris'aratulya by Gangadhara.

Phalakalpalata^

a varshika

phalagrantha,

by

Nrisimliakavi

of

I

Gurjaramandala.

A

copy of Jyotishamanimala. The colopbon
verses immediately preceding read as follows

afc

the end and the

:—

Samvachchabhrayugadviohandra 1240 samaye chashadhamase site (
paksbe pancbami s'ukravarakarabheh saubbagyayogaavite udijyo
(andichyo ?) Harinatbavams'atilakastasyatmaja[h] Kes'ava[sl tasya
patbanatma{a)rtbe cba kritva muda || iti
svafcmaiaTrikamasya
Jyotisbamanimalayam Gorajalagnadbikare
Sri •Kes'avaviracbit avam
18
Iti S'ri Maiiimala samaptam Samvat 1750
ashtadas'ama stabakah
varshe, &c.

There seems to be some confusion about this Jyotishamanimala.
There is a work of that name mentioned at pp. 209-10 of Notices of
Sk. Mss., Vol. X. There is no author's name given in the Ms. Yet
Dr. Aufrecht would seem to identify it with the Jyotishamanimala at
But the
p. 305 of the Bikaner Catalogue (Catal. Catal. Pt. II, p. 44).
extracts given in the notices would appear to make the identification
The work I saw would seem to be identical with the one
impossible.
The wording of the verses giving the date
in the Bikaner Catalogue.
of composition is identical, with only one difference, that instead of the
letters gdnga occurring in the latter CBik. Ms.) we have gadvi in the
former. In the former, therefore, the date of composition is shown to
be earlier by 400 years than in the latter (Samvat 1240 instead of 1640).
There is a Jyotirmanimala in Dr. Peterson^s Ulwar Catalogue (No.
1783) which he identifies with the Jyotishamanimala in the Bikaner
Catalogue, but Dr. Aufrecht does not think the identification to be
There are, however, certain
correct (Catal. Catal, Pt. II, p. 201).
<i7ircumstances which would identify it with the present JyotishamaniThe author and the author^s father are Kes'ava and Harimala.
natha in both cases. And the work in both cases ends with gorajalagnddhiJcdre asktddasa stahaJca. Should, therefore, the Ulwar work be
identical with the one seen by me, it must be identical with the
Bikaner work. But the extract given above and that corresponding
to it given in the Ulwar Catalogue differ so widely as to go against
the identification of the first two. Only a comparison of the contents
of the manuscripts would settle the point.

A commentary

by Adis'arman on

his

own Jatakamrita.

\

Laghujatake Vartikavivaranatika by Matifagaropaihja/a.
Jayachandrika by Jyotisha S'ivadeva.

Commentary

on Samarasimha^s
Samudrika.
bhatta
Daivajilavilasa

by

Ms. dated Sarnvat 1598.

Karmaprakas'a

Kaiichaj^allarya.

Ballalasena's Adbhuta&agara.

Hitopades'a (medic ne) by S'iikan.tha S'ambhu.

by

Narayaga-

31
Ydo^bhata's ^ai irastbana with Aruiradatta's commentary.

Tantramab drnava.

A

Ms. of Tilakamafijari which, I was informed, had been
for the edition of tbat work in the KavyamdLi.

palm

utilised

leaf

Sukshmartbavicharafcara by Jinavallabba.
Pars'vanaga's Atmanus'asana.
Jinas'atakapaiijika

by Sambasadhu.

Syadis'abdasarauchchaya by Amarachandra;, pupil of Jinadattasilri.
The author seems to be identical with that of the Kavyakalpalata.

Samayasaranataka, with a commentary called
com'posed by Subhachandra in Samvat 1570.

Adhyatmatarangint

Saptavyasanakatba by Somakirti.
Nyayasaratiksij Nyayatatparyadipika^ by Vijayasimhasuri,

Dharmaratnakarandaka by Vardhamanacbarya.
Samgrahanitika and Saptatitika by Malayagiri.

A

commentary, composed in Sarnvat 1174 by Dhanadeva, on Navatattvaprakarana with bhashya by Jinachandragani. The latter was
afterwards called Devaguplacharya.
Siddhasenasuri^s Pravacbanasdroddharavritti,

Dharmopades'amala by Jayasimhacharya.
Dars'anasattarivritti.
Jinapati's

commentary on Panchalingi

referred

to

at p. 260, Pet.

App.

Ill,

Balachandra's commentary on Asada^s Vivekamaiijari.
M»layagiri's commentary on Kshetrasamasa.

Angavidya.

^

Nalayana.
Jinayugalacharita by Jayasirnhasuri.

Dharmaratnavrltti, Siddhanfcasamgrahabhfisha^ by ^antlsuri.
leaf Ms. is dated Samvat 13Gy.

The

palm

Harivikramaeharita-mahakavya by Jayatilaka, pupil of Charitraprabhasuri.

Bhashyatrayavartika by Jnanavimalasuri composed in Samvat 1454.
33.

At Jaisalmer

I came across a

Ms.

of a Kharatarapattavali (a

spiritual succession list of the

Kharatara sect of the Jainas) of which
I have got a copy made. It seems to have been composed by one Kshamakalyaiia,-^ and goes down as far as the 70th ard last name (Jinaharsba)
in Klatt's list, without any particulars, however, of the holder of that
name.f It would seem that it was composed during the pontificate of
* For the following words occur at the e;.d of the account given of 41.
Jiuadatta-;

li=i^ §f^^^'^T cfc^# i^Riqirq ^
t The words relating to him arc simply-

8?*?:

^| ^
?

-^^^. ^-yfj^^^^^^^.^^^
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Jinaharsha,

i, e,,

not earlier than Samvat

1856.

The pattavaU con*

A

tains a few paitieulars in addition to those given by Klatt.
t'evv
of them are given in the information extracted by me from the
Risbimaiulala-prakaraiia-vritti for Dr. Bhandarkar's Report for 1883-4
Jinachandra onwards
(pp. 130-138). It will be noticed that from 41.

every fourth name in Klatt's list is Jinachandra and that from the
43rdj Jinavallabha^ every subsequent name beoius with Jina.
The
present pattavali gives the reasons.
Jinachandra (No. 41) became
very great and so Padmavati appeared to him and ordered that every
fourth Acharya on the patta should bear his name^*.
Similarly the
orders of S'asanadevata were the cause of the other practice^^
I shall give a few noteworthy particulars given in the present
jMahavii*a lived in the house for 30 years.
After 2.
Jambu the following 10 attainments of certain mental powers and
degrees of spiritual growth disappearea from this earth
(1) Manahparyayaji'ana, (2) paramavadhijnana^ (3) pulakalabdhi, (4) ahara-*
ka^rira, (5) kshapakasreni; (6) upasama^reui, (7) jinakalpamarga,
pariharavisu[ddhi ?]sukshmasampaiaya-yath4khyatacharitraiii,
(8)
From 18. Chandra the Kula
(9) kevalaJLana and (10) siddbigamana.
came to be called Chandra Kula. Hence in the Kharataragachchha
it has been the practice on the occasion of the brihaddiksha to teach
the newly initiated that theirs is kotikagaiia vayari (vajiij sakha and
chandra kula. A story is told as to how the 81 gachchhas origi-iated
with the pupils of 38. Uddyotana. Vardhamana was Uddyotana'sown
pupil and Uddyotana had given him the acbaryai>ada and sent him away
on a religious excursion. But Uddyotana had 83 other pupils, not his
own but those of 83 other sthaviras On one occasion noticing a happy
conjunction of stars he said that at that juncture the man, on whosesoever head he would place his hand; would become famous. The 83
pupils pressed him for the favour which was granted and those 83
Thus there came to be
also became acharyas with separate provinces.
connection
with the building of a temple of
In
j84 gachchhas.
34.

pattavali.

:

Jtyishabhadeva

—

on Arbudachala (Mount Abu) during Vardhamana's

time, it is related that the Brahmanas claimed the tirtha (holy place)
as their own and had to be satisfied with money before the temple
An elaborate account is given of the conflict at
<Jould be built.
J^nahillapara between Jinesvara and Buddhieagara on the one hand
and the Chaityavasins on the other. The Chaityavasins in consequJinachandra,
ence of their defeat got the name of '^ Kumvalah.^"'
the author of the Samvegarangasala, is mentioned as having been
received with great festivities at Delhi by Maujadina Suratrana^*.
The excessive self-torment which Abhayadeva subjected himself to
was, it is stated, in atonement for the sin incurred by having brought
in all the nine rasas (S'ringara i, e, love and others) on the occasion of a
long account is given of Jinadatta^ and it is
religious discourse.
stated that on one occasion he extracted out of certain yoginis (female
l>eings endowed with magical powers) seven boons on seven conditions,
two of which boons were that he who would utter the name of Jina<3atta would not be troubled by lightning, etc., and a layman of the
Kharatara gaehchha going to Sindh would become rich. The yoginio
also gave the precaution that the leaders of the Kharatara gaehchha

A
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%1k) were not in full vigour should not stay at ni^ht in Delhi, Ajmer,
Bharnachchha, Ujjain, Mnltan, Uchcha and Lahore. On one occasion in his time certain Bi4hmanas are mentionecl as havings thrown a
dead cow in a Jinachaitya at Vriddhanagara and spreading ^the
Then
report that the god of the Jainas was a killer of cows.
Jinadatta put life into the cow and she went into a temple of Siva
and fell dead on the idol of the god there. In Vikramapura he once
saved not only the Jainas but also the Mahe^varas (a sect of worshippers of S'iva) from an epidemic and consequently many Mahe^varas
were converted. In the time of the Jinachandra (No. 49), who
died in 1376 Samvat, the gachchha received the appellation of Eajagachchha also. Jinakui^ala set up at Jaisalmer an image of Chintama^i Farsvanatha made to Jasadhavala^s order"^ That explains why

from the Jaisalmer temple of that Par^vanatha,
I have given an account in appendix I, the pattavali
His pupil, Vinayaprabha, composed the
begins with Jinaku^ala.
Gautamarasa for the prosperity of his brother. Even now, it is stated,
Jinakus'ala is well known in the world by the name of ** Eaioji."
The cause given of the origin of the Vegaclakharatara ^akha during
the time of Jinodaya is the anger of Dharmavallabha who had at
first been made achai-ya, but was replaced by another on account of his
f=aults.
By the curse of Jinodaya there cannot be more than nineAn
teen yatis in the sect and as soon as there is a twentieth he dies.
axjcount is given of Jinavardhanasuri's breach of the 4th vrata (vow
of celibacy) and of the way in which his place was given to
He also interfei-ed with the position of an image in the
Jinabhadra.
Par^vanatha mandira at Jaisalmer.
So some sadhus took the lead
for
and called
opinions of, and summoned, the members of the
gachchha from all places to Bhamnasolagrama.
A pupil of the
last preceding
Jinaraja, by name Bhadau, was fixed -upon and

two
of which
in the

inscriptions

S'dgarachandra.chirya taking advantage of a combination of seven
*^bhakaras^^ (letter '*bh^') had him placed on the patta with proper
ceremonies.
The seven '^bhakaras'^ were those in Bhamnasolanagav^

Bhanasalika gotra to which the nominee belonged^ Bhadau his original
name, the Bhara\ii nakshatra (confetellation), Bhadrakarana (the
astrological division of a day called Bhadra), Bhattarakapada and
Jinabhadrasuri the new name given to the nominee.
But Jinavardha-*
nasuri, though thus displa-ced and omitt=ed from pattavalis, has his name
i>erpetuated in the two inscriptions in the Par^vanatha temple at
Jaisalmer at least as long as the inscriptions last.
Under his direction
the temple was completed and its pratishtha (consecration) made.
And the Sagarachandra who was principally instrumental in Jinavardhana being supplanted may be the one mentioned in the second of
those very inscriptions. Jinahamsa (No. 59) is said to have been
imprisoned for some time at Dhavalapura by the Patisahi at Agra at
the instigation of some tell-tales but afterwards released and received
into favour.
Uaula Maladeva is mentioned in connection with the
conferring of the Siiripada on Jinachandra, No. 61, in Samvat 1612
at Jaisalmer.
So here is one name more to be inserted in the list of
Raulas based on the inscriptions at Jaisalmer. Reference is made to
this Jinachandra having established in opposition to Dharmasaoara
B

173—5
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and others the truth of the fact that Abhayadeva did belong to the
Kharatara gachchha. This Dharmasagara must be the same as the
author of the Pravachanapariksha noticed by me previously (Dr. BhanDharmasagara,
darkar's Report for 1883-84, pp. 151 and 155).
however, represents Jinahamsa as being his contemporary and the date
of his work is 1C29 Samvat.
This does not agree with the date of
Jinahamsa as given in this pattavali and in Klatt'a " Extracts."
Akbar gave Jinachandra (No. 61) the title of Yugapradhana and at
Akbar's desire Jinasimha was declared his successor. In Samvat 1669
Jinachandra got revoked an order passed against all Jainas by Salema
Patisahi because one Yati whom he favoured for his singing, etc.,
happened to talk in secret to Salem's wife.

My

I then sent
tour ended with the work at Jaisalmer.
was
a
part
my Pandit on to Bikaner. He
man from that
of the
country and I thought him best qualified to collect information as to
the exist CDce of collections of Mss. in that part and to persuade people

35.

first

show them and let him make rough lists of ihem. He was fully
employed in that work until the time he joined me when I started
to

on

my
36.

next tour.

The

first

place I visited during

my

second tour

was Udaipur.

In January 1904 the Resident, Mewar^ had informed me that the
Mewar Durbar reported that there were collections of Sanskrit Mss. in
the State Library at Udaipur and that I could inspect them. In ;the
April following I got further information from him about private
Towards the end of tbat year again
collections existing in the place.
he wrote to me that he had found out '' privately '' that there were in
Udaipur valuable collections of Sanskrit Mss. in the libraiies he therein
He, however, added that it would not be advisable for
mentioned.
me to visit Udaipur then owing to a severe epidemic of plague that
was raging there at the time. Knowing that there was no certainty
when p'ague might revisit it and expecting that my work would be
done most satisfactorily where the Resident himself took so much
Interest in it, 1 determined to visit Udaipur first and wrote to the
Resident accordingly. A day or two before the middle of December
1905 he wrote to me to say that the Mewar Durbar had been informed
pf my intended visit.
And yet when I reached Udaipur on 1 5th
January 1906 and made enquiries I found that no orders had been
The
received from the Durbar for letting me see the State collection.
Dewan, whom I was advised to see, did not even know that there was
any such collection at all. The Resident and the Durbar were on tour
But with the help of a friend, Mr. Gaurishankar Ojha,
at the time.
himself a keen antiquarian, and the Police Superintendent of the place
my work of examining the private collections was satisfactorily done.
And the necessary orders of the Durbar too arrived in the end and
1 wf.s able to fee the State collection also.

37
Here I examined eleven collections including the one belonging to the State.
The biggest one was the State collection. It is
well preserved and in good order, but as the Mss. are kept on open
shelves they are easily accessible to rats and mice.
One private Jaina

36
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and another in a Jaina Bhandar were also well preserved.
The others had not been properly looked after. Two of them at
least must have been good collections at one time.
There was a list of
the State collection and of two or three others.
colleciiion

38.

Among

the Mss. I saw, the following

A^valayanasiifcra-vritti

might be noted

:

—

by Traividyavriddha Talavrinta-nivasin.

Haradatta's Comentary, Mitakshara^ on Gautama-dharmasutra,
Ms. dated Samvat 1(545.

Devimahatmyakaumudi by Ramakrishna.
Bhagavati-padyapushpanjali.

A

Puraiianukraraanika giving the names and short abstracts of the
Puranas.
(Smritiprabandha-) Samgraha-s'ioka by

Gangarama

Jadin.

The Krityakalpataru by Lakshmidhara noticed by Peterson at pp.
103-111 of his report for 1882-83. As he surmises in his Index of
Books appended to his Report for 1884-86 the heading Krityaratn&kara
in the previous report is an error.

Commentary on Madhava's Kalanirnayakarikah by Bhatta S'amba,
son of Bhatta S'amkara, who was son of Bhatta Nilakaiitha.
Viramitrodaya— Paribhashaprakasa,

It has eince been published
Sanskrit Series.
In it are enumerated the 22
prakasas of which the whole Viramitrodaya consists. Besides the
Paribhasha I saw here the Lakshana and Pujaprakasas. In the
Sarasvati-bhandara of His Highness the MaharAjah of Bikaner I saw
all, except Jyotih, Karma vipaka, Chikitsi and Prakiriia, i, e., the
fourteen noted as available in the " Preliminary Note " attached to the
edition of the Paribbashaprakasa and four out of the others.
in the

Chowkhamba

Para^urama-pratapa, a nibandha, composed by Sabaji Pratapa-raja,
Jamadagnya-Vatsa gotra, who was honoured by Nizam Sh^Jj,
the king of kings, Pratapa^s father was Padmanabha.

of the

Varshiii-samhita treating of Karmans.

Vaishnavadharma-suradrumamanjari by Samkarshanasarana.
Tithinirnaya by Chakrapaiii,

Vairagyapanchas'atika

(50)

by

Kalakalopanamaka

Somanatha-

kavi.

Sabhyalamkarana by Govindabhatta, an anthology
names of the authore quoted are given.

in

which the

Prabodhachandrodaya-kaumudij a commentary on the Prabodhachandrodaya, by Sadatmamuni, A genealogy is given at the end.
But the last leaf of the Ms. but one, which contained a part of it^ was
The original name of the commentator before he became a
missing.
Samnyasin was Gadadhara.^^ The date of the Ms. was Samvat 1571
and S'aka 1436.

Raghntika by Dharmamerii^ pupil

of

Muniprabhagani.
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Samvadasundara. Contains the following nine very short diaS'aradapadmayoh, G^ngeyagunjayoh, Dai-idryapadmayoh,
Lokalakshmj^oh, S'imhihastinyoh Sanandanayoh, Godliumachaiiakayoh,
Mrig^madachandauayoh, BanasilatapobhaPauchanamindriyaaam^
vanam.
logues

:

—

Commentary on Yidvadbhushana by a

of the author of the

pupil

original.

Sarasamgraha, an anthology, by S'ambhudasa,
S'ravaiiabhushana by Narahari.

Hariharabhushana-kavya by Gangaramakavi,
Subhashitaiarasamgraha by Misra Thakura,
shottama.

Pauiniyadvya^raya Vijnaptilekha

son of Mi^ra Pir^u-

— Achsamlhi and Halsamdhi,

Manorathakavi's commentary, Vibudhachandrika, on Nalodaya.

Anarghyaraghava-pancbika by Vishau, son
Yeiy old copy.

of

Muktinatharya.

A

A commentary, Palakaumudi, by Nemiohandra, on Dhanamjaya's
Dvi^amdhana or Raghava-f aiidaviya. Nemichandra was a pupil of
Devanandin who was an antevasin (a pupil in close attendance on his
The copy of Raghava-paadaviya
preceptor) of Vinayaahandra-panclita.
by Nemichandra in Biihler's collection of 1872-73 (No. 154) is
reality a cojDy of this commentary.

m

Sringaratarangiiii by Suryadasa.

Samkaramisra'^s commentary on Gitagovinda.

Katantralaghuvritti by Bhavasena Traividya.

Shadbha-havich^ra (Sanskrit and

five Prakrits).

A

commentary on Sarasvata by Tarkatilakabhattaeharya, youngei*
brother of MohanamadhusMana and son of Dvarika, a Brahman of
At the request of some pupils of his
!N£athura, of the Datta family.
he put aside the commentary on the Vais'eshika sutras which he had
commenced, and wrote this in 1672 (Samvat) in the city of Toda
He is thus the same as the
while Jehangir was on the throne.
author of the Kalamadhaviya-vivaraua * in RajendralaJ's Notices,
VIII. 283-4, which was composed in 1670 (Samvat). The Ms. is dated

Samvat 1691^1

A Yagbhatalamkaravritti composed by Vachaka Jnanapramodagani in Samvat 1681 during the reign of Silemasahi and Navakottapati
Gajasimha. Raja Gajasimha of Marvad or Jodhpur was reigning at
the time.
Laghukavyaprakasa, without the author's name, in which the
karik^s (metrical portion) only of the Kavyaprakasa are explained and
not the explanatory prose also.
Manjarivikasa, a commentary on the Rasamaiijartj by Gopalacharya,
His other name was
son of Nrisirnhachdrya of the Kauadinya gotra.
Bopadeva. (Stein, pp. 63 and 271-3.) The date of composition is
given as Yngarandhravedadharanigani/enigirovatsare. Bandhra means
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The era
nine ami so the date is 1401 and not 1484 as i^iven by Stein.
year,
Afigiras,
shows
that
is not specified.
But the name of the cyclic
it is the S'akii era.
So the era of the date of Stein^s Ms. also must
be the S'aka era, since the date is 1514,

Commentary on Chhandomafijari by Vam^tvadaDa.
Hemachandra's Chhandonus'asaDa with

his

own commentary.

Sarvalamkarasam^^raha (or Alarnkarasamgraha) by Kavisvara A.mrit;iKing Manma the ornament of both
nauda or Amritanandayog-in.
the Chandra and Surya-kulas, son of king* Bhakti, requested the
author to treat together, for his benefit, in an easy manner all the
different subjects of Alamkara literature which had been previously
tretPted in separate treatise s^°.
There are two Manmas known in the
line of the Chiefs

of

Konamai.idala,

viz.,

Manma-Choda

II.

and

Satya II. or Manma Satti.
of Beta,
a name sufficiently close to Bhakti to be sanskritized into it. The
date of Manma-Choda II is somewhere between A. D. 1135 and 1153.

Manma

The former was a son

Kavyanirupana by Ranaakavi. The instances given are the author's
own and they refer to a king named Ramasimha or Ramahari.

Rasapadmakara by Gangadhara, son of

Vafcsaraja and

younger

brother of S'rirama^^

Brahmamimamea-bhashya by S'rikanthasivacharya,
Atmarkabodha by Govindabhatta, son of Vis'vauatha

bhatta.

Brahmavabodha, called Paramarthabodha in margin, by Mukundamuni, pupil of Rananafcha who wa? a pupil of Harinatha. The^
author composed it, being requested with bent head by Jaitrapala, that
he would make the quintessence of knowledge intelligible to children.
Samkshepasiriraka with a commentary by Agnichit Purushottama
Misra, pupil of Ramatirtha.
Krishiiastavarajatika, S'rutisiddhanta-manjaru (Nimb. Sys.)

Audumbari Samhita by Udumbararshi,

pupil of Nimbarka.

•

Gitatatparya by Vitthala Dikshita.
Bhaktirasabdhi-kanikA by Gangarama, son of Bhagavaddasa anci
grandson of Govindadasa.

Bhavarthadipika by Gaurikanta Mahakavi.

Lakshanasamuchchaya giving

definitions of various terms.

Tarkabhashavivaraua by Madhavabhatta, who

is

spoken of as

aik

antevasin of Prakas'ananda.

A Ms. of Varahamihira's Samhita, dated Samvat 1557 at Jodhpur
during the reign of Maharava S'n Suryamalla.
Brihajj^taka-tika, Kerali.
The Ms. was incomplete and I could
not find the author's name. The commentary begins
q\ ^^j TI%rTr

Amarabhushana composed, not hy Amarasimha as stated in Peterson's
Ulwar Catalogue (p. 73), but in his name as shown by the extract at
p. *i^tf of the same catalogue.
The author as stated in the verses at
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the end is Mathuratmaja.
In verses which are very incorrect, at least
in the Ms.
I saw^ Amarasimha's genealogy is given as follows Raiia
Udayasimha^ S'aktisimha, Bhanasimha, Parana, S'avala?, Mohvama,
and Amares'a. The Ms. belonged to Mabaiana Yuvansimha and is
dated Samvat 1891 and Saka 1756^^. Yuvansimha seems to be the
:

same as Javansimha

Mewad

of

(A. D. 1823-38}.

Siddhaata-Kaustubha.
Lalla

—Goladhyaya

;

and Romas'a.

Mitaaka-siddhanta composed by Visvanathamis'ra in S'aka 1534.
Siddhantasundara

— Ganitadhyaya by Jnanaraja,

son of Ndgan^tha.

Ms. dated S'aka 1542.
Siddhantabodhaprakas'a (Jy.) by Jagannatha Daivajna.

by Vardhamana, dated Samvat 1665.
Khavayana samhita Begins Shavayanam Dhumraputram Romakacharyo vadati (c/. Oxf. 338 ^).
Lilavati-prakas'a

:

'

'

Trik&lajfianavisvapraka^achud&mani by S'iva.

Yogasamuchchaya by Ganapati. The author was son of Vyasa
Mahottama, who was son of the Brahman Malladeva.
Chandisaparya-krama-kalpavalli by S'rinivasa.
Riipavat^ra and

Rupamandana by Sutradhara

(architect)

Maiidana,

I found these and the following Mss. of works on architecture in the
His name is Champalal.
possession of a descendant of the architect.
has got in his possession a copper plate, stating that Mandana had
been specially called from Gujarat by Mokalana, because there was no
Sutradhara (architect) at the Mewad Durbar, and granting him a
The plate is dated Samvat 1462. Mokalana is of course
village, etc.
the same as Mokala who supplanted his brother in A.D. 1398.
Maydana is said to have built Kumbhalagada and Natha, his brother,
to have built Chitrakuta.

He

Vastumaiijari by Sutradhara Natha, son of Kshetra,
the brother, just referred to, of Mandana.

who

is

thus

Uddharadhorani by Sthapati Govinda, son of Mandana.
Kalanidhi (archit.) by Sutra ihara Govinda.

j

I

Dvaradipika by the same.

by Thakkura Pheru, son of the Parama-Jaina
SVidhamkalasa
family. Composed in 1372 (Samvat ?)
Chandra of
The work is in Prakrit.
in Kamanapura.
Grihavastusara

Pramana-manjari (archit.) by Malla, the architect
the ornament of the dynasty of Munja and Bhoja*'*^.

of

Bhanaraja,

Nanavidha-kunda-prakira by Malla, son of the architect Nakula.
Nakula was the protege of Bhanuraja, the lord of Saummeladurga^*.

Bhuvanadevacharyokta Aparajitaprichchha.
Vasturaja by the Sutradhara Rajasimha.

Kshirarnava by Yi^vakarman.

—
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Kuydoddyotadarsaua by S'amkarabbatta, son of Nilakantbabhatta.
It is a commentary, called libaskara, on the Kundoddyota of the
author's father and was composed in 1728.

Commentary by Visvan^tha, son

of S'rtpati Dvivedin, on

hia

own

Kundaratnakara.
Vastutilaka. The names of the author, his father and grandfather
are given in the colophon.
But the colophon is very incorrect and only
the father's name is clearly given as Kes'avacharya.
Vis'va.vallabha

by Mis'ra Chakrapaiii of the family

of the Brahroans of

It treats of digging wells, planting gardens, &c., and was
written at the desire of Pratapasimha^ eldest son of Udayasimha of
Me<(rad.
The date at the end, Siim^at I63i, may be the date of
composition even^,

Mathuia.

Asada's Upadesakandali.

Laghusamghapattaka by JInavallabha.
Marai.iasamadhi (Jaina).

Upadesatarangini

Ms. dated Sanivat 1542.

containing stories.

(J.)

Prabodhachint^mani by Jayas'ekhara composed

in

Samvat 14G2.

Sthan^ngamula-suddhi-vivafana composed in Samvat 1246 by
Devachandra, the younger brother of Abhayadevasiiri, A spiritual
genealogy of the author is given at the end.

my

39, During
stay at Udaipur I went ofE for a day to NathadI had heard of two
vira, a place sacred to followers of Vallabha.
Maharaj
of the place and
collections there^ one belonging to the Chief
But the
the other to a minor Maharaj.
I was able to see the first.
second, I was told, would not be accessible.
The collection I saw was
well ordered and properly looked after.
As was to be expected it
contains many works belonging to the Vallabha sect.
The following

are some of the works I

saw in

it

:

•

Sarasamgraha by S'arabhudasa.

Mrigankasataka by Kankanakavi.

A

Kankanakavi

is

quoted in

Vallabhadeva's Subhashitavali and in Suktikariiamrita.

Romavalisataka by Ramachandrabhatta Datta.

•

A Birudavali by Akabariya Kalidasa.
A Ms. of Kadambari in which the name of Bana's

son is given as
Pulinda, instead of Pulina as given in Stein's Mss. (p. 299).
attention had been previously drawn to this name by Mr. Gaurishankar,
who had noticed it in a Ms. in the Victoria Museum at Udaipur.

My

A

Vyaktivivekatika.
genealogy is given of the king in whose
it was composed.
On this side of the Sarayu there was a
Yo (Go?) raksha or Naiayana pura. There reigned (1) Amarasimha;
(2) Vikramasimha, son of (1) ; (3) Tejahsimha, son of (2) ; (4) S^aktieimha, son of (3) ; (5) Jayasimha, son of (4), who at the head of the
battle with two Suratraiias (Sultans) justified his appellation of
simha (lion) (6) Ramasimha, son of (5) ; (7) Chamundasimha, son of
(6), who conquered the Yavana king of Ayodliyaand looted the treasure

name

;
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e
of the Patrihah oF Delhi,
Another uame cf his was Rudrasimha aoJ
also, it would appear from a defective line, Khangaiaja.
He came to
be called Akalaghana (a cloud not restricted to a particular season) from
his showenfig gold at all seasons.
He it was, who got the commentary writtei>that his uame might survive. It is called Tilakaratna
and also Akalaghana^'.

Mimanisakarikah by Yallabha.
Jaiminisutrahhashya by the same.

Ichchba ama's

Commentary,

Bhishyapradipa,

on

Yallabha's

AnuLhashya.
Another commentary by Purushottama, son

of

Pitanbara.

Ytfdantadhikaranamila by the same, which of course must be in
accordance with Vallabha^s Bliashya.

Vedantakauraudi by Yallabha,

Manamanohara by Yadivagisvara, son of Yagisvaracharya. There
are quotations from this author and this work in the chapter on Jaimini(Hall, p. 44,
dars'ana in the Sarvadars'anasams^raha and elsewhere.
and Oxf. Cat. 245/j and 247^). The Ms. is dated Samvat 154.7.
'

Paramauandaviia?a (Med.) by Paramananda, son of Balabhadra.

Turamga-parik^hi by S aihgadhara.

A svasastra by

Jayadatta.

Ratnapaiiksha by Agastya.

Some Ms?, from
find

had been lent out and so I did not
the work mentioned as Utprekshavallabha in the list.
this collection

I proccf-ded to Bikaner.
To my enquiries
of the place on the former occasion 1
had received the reply, as mentioned in paiagraph 57 of my
previous i-eport, that there were no private collections or public
phandars of Sanskrit M?s. in the State but only the State
Library.
And as the Sanskrit Mss. in the library were believed to
have all been included in the Catalogue compiled by Rajendralal, I
had come to think that there would be no use "in ray visiting the place.
-But the Pandit at Elphinstone College, who belongs to that part of
the country, had informed me that in addition to the Mss. catalogued
by Ptajendralal; there were a great many others in the State Librar}^
Bikaner is frequently mentioned, in the Pattavali from
Beside?,
Jaisalmer noticed above, as a place from which pressing invitations to
It
visit it wt-re received and accepted by several Jaina high p:iests.
was a place, therefore, where the existence of Jaina Bhandars could
very well be expected. The Pandit, moreover, whom I had specially
en^T^aeed was a man from Bikaner and he had assured me that there
were many other collections of Mss. in the place. Hence as already
stated above I had sent him thither after my return from Jaisalmer.
In the course of his work there, besides making a fairly complete copy
of the list, he had made of the State collection when he was previously
in charge of it, he made rough lists of 16 other collections more or
40.

From Udaipur

through the

less

big.

Political

A^ent

Only three out

of

thes(i sixteen

were Brahmana

collections.

>

My

Pandit, however, brought me names
All the others were Jaiaa.
of Biahmans who^ he knew or was told, did possess manascripts but
whom he had no hopes of beino- himself able to persuade to let him see
On my reaching Bikaner an officer
their Mss. and make lists of them.
was told off by the Durbar to take me round to the possessors, or persons
in charge, of all the collections that had been and could be discovero ',
to induce them to let me see them and to render all other help that
would be necest^ary for my work. There were no difficulties raised
Elsein the case of the Jaina collections except in one or two cases.
where even Jainas have not rarely been denied permission to see the
Mss. in the Bhandare. Some of the owners here had been to Bombay
at some time or other and had been infused with more liberal ideas
Amongst the Brahmans things were not so easily
than usual.
managed. And yet even here, through the assistance of the State,
almcst all who were a little reluctant at first did ultimately yield.
It is, however, not unlikely, that some may not have shown all thtir
Enquiries were made of all Brahmans, in whose case
manuscripts.
It is,
there was even the least likelihood of their possessing Mss.
any
one
possessing
that
has
been
likely
them
now
therefore, not very
overlooked.

When the Jaisalmrr Dewan wrote to me that the Panches of the
big Bhandar at the place had agread to let me inspact their Mss. he
stated that I should have to go to the temple to do so, as
I balieve he thought
the Mss. would not be allowed to be taken out.
that I should have been better pleased had I been saved the troub'e of
having to go to th3 temple. But seeing and examining Mss. in
their places was what I had been doing previously in all cases, except
ID two at Indore, and counted upon having to do it in all subsequent
The inspection would not have been so thorough otherwise.
cases.
In pursuance of this course I went wherever I was invited to go and
beias^ a Hindu and a Brahman I could be admitted to the innermost
I had accordingly not unfrequently, especially
parts of private houses.
in
the
to
work
dirtiest and most uncomfortable plaaes
Bikaner,
at
imaginable, squatting for hours together in a position so often
feelingly described by copyists at the end of the copies of Mss. they
make.^ But I had the satisfaction of having done my work as well
•

as I could.

In addition to the 13 Jaina collections of which lists had been
prepared, I came to know of three more afterwards.
The names, of
Brahmans likely to possess Mss., which were submitted to me were
Of the Jaina collections I was not able to see one, as the
fifty-one.
person in charge, I was informed, had gone abroad with the key.
In
the case of another the person in charge showed me a part but owing
to illness he said he could not show me the rest.
He said be had more,
but added that he alone could interfere with them. Of the fifty-one
names of Brahmans, six were struck out as the persons deniel having
any Mss. at all. In a few cases there were only women living in the
house and they could not be prevailed upon to bring out their
* Bliagnaprishthakatigitvam

and adhahsirah ^ e. with the back,
h-.irging downwards.

broken or bent and with Ihe head
B

173—6

s\aist,

and

aei-k

—
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Only iu a very
I visited the houses of about forty.
of these cases I discovered that the collections of Mss. were of
any importance. The work mo&t frequently met with was the
manuscripts.

few

The
of it a person had often more copies than one.
Jaina collections were generally well preserved and three of them in
such good order also, as to make it possible for any particular bundle
being found out without much search. Two of these latter and a third
not in such good order were considerably large. One contained very old
Mss., some being even 500 'years old or more.
Bhagavata and

41.

I shall

now

notice the

more noteworthy Mss. out of those I

came across in all the collections except the one belonging to the
to which I shall refer afterwards.
They were

State,

:

Iiaghustavatik4 by Laghvaeharya.

A

copy of Nirnayasindhu dated Sarnvat 1703,

Vyavaharasara, an abridgment of Yajnavalkya.
Prayas'chittasara

by Dinakara, son of Umaidmakrishna.

Mahotsavamalika of Vishnu, according to Vallabha's doctrines, by
Gokulachandra, son of Balakrishnabhatta of the Atreya family.

by Dvarikes'a, son of Mathurinathasuri.
Laghukarikas treating of Samskaras by Vishiiusarman.
Patras'uddhi (Vail.)

Navagrahamakha Vasishthokta.
Vishnupujanapaddhati by Haridvija.

Kaghuvams'atika by Gunavinayagani.
Raghukavyadipika, Samdehavishaushadhi,
Krishna Bhatta. Ms. dated Samvat 1518.

by

Mahoplldhydya

K.aghuvams'atika, Tattvarthadipika^ by Navanita, son of Krip^rama.

to

E/aghukavyadurghata-samgraha by Bdjakunda.
The author seems
be the same as the one who has similarly explained certain difficult

passages in Kirata.

Eaghuvams'atika, Panjikl^, by Anandayativallabha.
Samvat 1667.
*

Date of Ms,

Raghuvam^akavyavritti, Arth^lslpanikaj by Samayasundara.

V&savadattatika by Dikshita
Copied Samvat 1723.
Vilvarupa.

Narayaiia,

by Vallabha.
Subhashita-muktavali by Vyisa Haraji.

son

of

Savitri

and

S'i^up&lavadhe Saratika

The date

is

Sarnvat 1731^

which may be the date of even the compilation.
Durv^sahparajayanataka noticed above.
Mudradipika, commentary on Mudrarakshasa, by Grahesvara.

Karnamritatika by Narayanabhatia.

Sevanabhavana by Haridasa.
Dushtadamana, with commentary by Bhatta Krishna Hosimha, son
of Rame^vara Bhatta of Janasthana.
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Kalikalatakutuka-nataka by E&makrlshiia.
Ritusamliaratika by Amarakirtisuri,
Bhartriliaritika

by Natha, son

of

Pushkara Vy^sa.

Damayantivivarana by Chaudapala.

Commentary on Kirata.
Chandravijayaprabandha by Mandanamatya, the ornament
Prakas'avarsha^s

o£ the

Srim&la family.
Karaakirtipras'asti with

commentary by Janardana,

Eamas'ataka by Thakkara Somes' vara,

Towards the end
those
beginning with
w<=5ll known
verses from Bhartrihari such
lobhas'ched,
daurnnantryan, &o., occur. This would seem to be an
extract from Khandapras'asti.
Eamachandradas'avatarastuti

by Haniiman.
as

Nemidutakavya by Kavi Jhanjhana with a commeDtary by Paiidita
Gunavijaya.
The poem consists of a number of stanzas, each
containing the last line of some stanza of the Meghaduta.
Any^pades'as'ataka by Maithila Madhusiidana of the Ujati family.

Kalankashtaka.
Murkhas'ataka.

Meghadutatika, Sringarasaddipika, by KamaUkara, son of Chaturbhuja and Mahlayi. He salutes Paiidita Gangadhara and S'eshanrisimba.

Commentary on a K&lidasa*s Vidvadvinoda, Vidvajjanabhirama.
Nalavilasanataka by Ramachandra. Date of Ms. Samvat 1516.
The Sutradhara refers to Murari, the author of Anargharaghava,
Kumarasambhavavritti, Arthalapaniki, by Lakshmivallabhagani.
Naishadhatika by Gadadhara, son of Dhira and of the Sandilya
gotra,
The commentator gives an account of the author which migj^
be compared with R&jas'ekhara's as summarised by Biihler (J. B. B. R.
A. S. X, 82-5). In Varanasi there was a king, Govindachandra.
Sriharsha, who wrote the Khandana (Khandanakhandakhadya), was
He had neglected Sahi-'
the ornament of the Pandits at his court.
tya (belles lettres) and devoted himself to Pramana (philosophy).
Some
jealous persons thinking highly of themselves for their knowledge' of
Sahitya used to slily exchange significant glances with one another
whenever he entered the court. On one occasion he found them out
and on enquiry learnt the cause. So he wrote the Naishadhacharita, the
pre-eminent abode of the sentiment of oringllra (love), and took it to
the king.
The king was pleased and granted him two seats at his
court, one amongst those learned in Tarka (philosophy) and the other in
those learned in Sahitya and accordingly two tainbulas (presents of
betel-leaves) also.
Harsha obtained another name, that of Kavipaiidita.
When he undertook to write the poem he took the help of the Chintamaiiiraantra to decide what hero he should select and was inspired to
take up Nala.^' Eajas'ekhara has made him a contemporary of Jayantachandra. Gadadhara places him earlier by half a century, if by GovinJa-
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means the grandfather of Jayantachandia and not some ore
long before that date, of whom we know nothing as yet. (J. B. B. K.
A. S. X, 37; Ind. Aut. II, pp 72-3 and J. B. B. R. A. S. XI,

chaiidra he

pp. 2V9-287).

Naishadhakavya with Vidyadhara's Commentary.

Lakshmi

ivisa^s

commentary, Mii2:dhabodhini, on the Megha^hyii-

daya-kavj^a of Sayamkeli.
Maranka is prenerally believed to be the
author of the Megbabhyiidaya. May Sayarnkeli be another name of his ?

Vrindavanakavya with eommenfary.

Commentary on Jambunaga's Chandraduta.
'

Samvadasundara noticed above.
S^abdalakshana by Vararuchi.
Sarasvatasaratika, Mitakshaia_, composed

by Harideva

in 1769-

Sarasvatasutravritti by Tarkatilaka noticed above.

Madhyakaumudivilasa eomposed in S'ivarajadhani by Jayakrishna,
son of Kaghiinatha; son of Govaidhana of the Maunikula.
Prakrij^asara

by Kasinatha.

Dhatumanjari by Kas'inatha.
S'abda^cbha by Mlakantha. pupil of Bhattoji Dikshita, and son of
S'ukla Janardana and giandson, on the mother's side, of Vatsacharya.

Laghubhashya — the five Samdhis. By Raghunatha, son of Vicayaka.
Eaghunatha studied Patanjali's Mahabhashya and other s'astras with
lihattoji Dikshita and wrote the present work in Vriddhanagara.*^
A'rittidipika

by Maunin S'likrishna

(same work as No. 2027 in

EajendralaVs Notices).

Apa^abdakhandana by Bhasarvajna.
(in
accordance with
Paniiii) with
was written by Gunavinaya, pupil of Jayawhile Jinasimha was on the Patta (Pet. IV. Ind.).

Guuakittvashodasika-sufcra

ecmmentary. The
soma-stjri,

original

Vakyaprakas'a by Udayadharma. Date of composition Samvat 1507.
I

Shatkarakaparichcliheda by
raniniyaparibha>:fcaiutra

Mahopidnyaya Ratnaj aiii.

by Vyadi

(3 leaves).

Piakritavyakarana by Chanda

Madhaviyakarikavivarana by Tarkatilakabhatta-iharya.
ParibhashavriLtl, Lalita, by Parashottama.

Sundaraprakas'asabdarnava (Unadisailhana) by Padmasundara, pupil
Date of Ms. Samvat 1618. (Pet. IV. Ind.).
of Padmamcru.

commentary on

Sa'asvatapaiibha^hanyayavatarasutra,
bv Dayaratna, pupil of Jinaharshasuri.
Rati.avali^

A

Ms. tf DauroasMTihakatantravrittitika on which a tippanaka
in Anahillavataka, in Samvat 1369 while Alp Khan w^as
written
was
Gunakirti,
This Alp
pupil of VirasCiri, for S'alibbadra.
by
I'.ring,
KUan was brother-in-law of wSultan i\lauddin and i'ather-in-law of
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*

the latter's son, Kliizr Kban (Elliot and Dowson III pp. 157 and 208).
is by Muni Pradyiimnasurl, pupil of Devaprabhasuri, who was
papil of Dharmasuri of the Chilndrakula and also of Dharmasuri^s
pupil, Padmaprabha.'* This author is the same as that of Vicharasaraprakarana (Pet. IV, Ind., p. Ixxx).

Thetika

Pralxidhachandra (Or.) by Gatakalaiika, son of Ramakrishi^a,

Uktiratnakara (Shatk^rakodaharaiia) by Sadhusundarag'ani,
S'lokayojanopaya by Nilakantha, son of Suri, who was son
Padmakara Dikshita. Consists of 30 stanzas on construing.
S'abdaprakas'a

of

by Madhavaranya.

rivyaksharananamala and Matrikanamamala by Saubhati.

Ekaksharanamamala by Vararuchi.
Sahityakalpadrama samvardhita (enlarged) by Karnasimha_, son of
kiuoj-s, S'urasimha.
These were princes of Bikaner in
A.D. 1631 and 1613.

the king of

Vrittaratnavali by Chiramjiva.

Bhavadeva's commentary on Kavyaprakds'a noticed at Jaisalmer.
Kavyaprakas'atik^, Saradipika, by
of

Vachaka Gunaratnagani^

pupil

Vinayasamudragani who was pupil of Jinam^nikyasuri.
Rasachandrika by Vis'ves'vara, son of Lakshmtdhara.
Prakrit apingalatika

by Chitrasenabhatta.

Vrittaratn^karavritti,
dated Samvat 1560.

Sukavihridayanandinij

by

Sulhana.

Ms.

Coicmentary on Chhandahsundara or Pratapakautuka. Both the
text and the commentary by Naraharibhatta, son of Svayambhubhatta
and pupil of Yidyaraiiya. Gives stanzas exemplifying the different
metres and is called a stotra.
Prakritachchhandahkos'a by Ratnas'ekhara.
Vrittasara by Pushkara Mis'ra, son of Nrisimha Mis'ra.
two leaves only.

The whole

consists of

t
Yidyabhushana's commentary on Chhandahkaustubha by EaihaDamodarakavi.
»
Vagbhatalamkaratika, Jnanapramodika, composed by VachaDach|rva
Pramodagani in Samvat 1681 at Lavera, when Gajasimha was oa the
throne.
This Gajasimha is that of Marvad.
Pataiijala-chamatkara by Chandrachuda, who had learnt the essence
of Yoga from Prabhakara.

Adhikaranakaumudi by Ramakrishna.
Guruchandrodayakaumudi by Ramanarayana.
Ashtottara-sahasra-mahavakya-ratnavali compiled from the
Upanishads by Ra nachandra, pupil of Va.udevendra Saiasva'' i.

108

Advailasudha, a commentary on the Sarasvatopanishad which is
Raghuvams'a. It is by Lakshmana Pandita, son of ...
ttasCin, an ornament of ihe Brahmajfiamn family.
The author wat?

also called
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kindly regarded by Uttamas'lokatirtha mahamiini.
kn attempt is
made therein to iaterprete the Ragliuvams'a so as to yield a Vedantic
meaTjing^.

Bhagavadbhaktivilasa by Gopalabhatta.

Tattvanirnaya by Varadaraja.
Harivyasadeva's commentary on Nimbaditya's Das'ai^loki.

^

Vedantasiddhantadipika by Yanamalin.

Pramanisamgrahani, Comm. on Anandalirtba's Sadaeharasmriti.
Raiianaiayana's Tattvasambodha.
Bhaktihamsa-vivrlti, Bhaktitarahgini, by Ragbunatha.

Sandilyasambita

(Bliakti),

Kbaiidanakhandakhadyatika, Vidyasagari, by Anandapurna, pupil
The commentator's surname was Vidyasagara.

of Abbayananda,

Vis'ishtadvaita-siddhanta by S'linivasadasaaudasa^ pupil of Venkatacharya.

Vijnananauka with a commentaiy,

Padavyakhya, by Mukunda

Parivrajaka.

Upades'apanchaka with a commentary by Bhudhara,
Vivekasara by Rimendra.

Nyayapradipika by Ra nadasa^ pupil

of

Udasinacharya Brahraadasa,

Nyayavatarasutra by Siddhasena Divakara.

The

last leaf only of

Tarkabhashavivarana composed by ^ubhavijaya

Samvat 1665.

in

Commentary on Tarkabhasba by Murdribhatta, son of Gangalhara.
of Ms. Samvat 1662.
In another Ms. the author is called

Date

Muravairin, which is the same as Murari.
Vidyadarpaiia (Ny.) by Hariprasada.

^Tarkalakshana by Manikanthabhattacharya.
Sarasvaiitirtha^s

commentary on Varadaraja's T^rkikarakshi.

Commentary on Nyayasara, Nyayamalidipika, by Jayasimhasuri
pupil of Mahendrasuri.

Commentary onAnandanubhava'sTarkadipikaby Advayaranyamuui,
pupil of Advayas'ramapujyap^a.
Date of Ms. Samvat 1622.
Nyayapradipa by Gopikanta.
A Ms., dated Samvat 1631, of S'as'adhara's Nyaya^siddhantalipa*
Very old copies of such astronomical works as Siddbantas'iromani,
and medical works such as Sus'ruta, Atreya-sambita, Bhavaprakas'a,
Charaka and Ashtangahridaya and Arunadatta's commentary on it.
Yriddhar^a"giyajyotihs'astra,

Grahabhavaprak assail k a by Bhattotpala.
Varshataut a or Nilakanlha-tajika composed in S'aka 1509 by
Kilakantha, son of Ananta and grand:50n of Chintamjni of the Garga
gotra.
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Karanakutdhala-tik^ by Padmanabha.

Commentary on Rama's Samarasara by his younger brother, Bharata.
Xika-saia-samuchctaya, coniaining comments on the different cyclic
from Rudrasvamin's S'uklatika. The Ms.
Whether it is that of composition or of
mere copying cannot be said.
years.
The author quotes
bears the date Samvat 1322.

Jatakslrnava

by Varahamihira.

S^aunakiyavivahapatala copied in
the Mongal was reigning at Agra.

Samvat 1588 when Humayun

Malay endusuri's commentary on Mahendrasuri's Yantra-raja,

Commentary on

S'ripati's

Jatakapaddhati by Krishna Daivajna^ son

of Ballala Daivajiia.

Nilakantha's l^amjnatantra.
Pras'n^vali

by Jadabharata,

Budhasimhas'arman's

pupil of

commentary,

Muni Milhavananda.
Pras'odhani,

on

his

own

Grahanadars'a.

Amritakumbha written by Marayana,

son of

Rama,

in

Samvat

1582.

Samvat sarotsavakalanirnaya by Purushottama.
Lilavatitikd by Paras'urama.
by Moshadeva, son of Suvarnak&ra Bhimadeva.
Samudrika by Durlabharaja, son of Amarasimha.

Lilavatitika

S^arhgadharadipika by Adhamalla.

Pathy apathy avibodha by Keyadeva.

Kautuka-Chintamani by Pratiparudradeva.
Kulapradipa. Vidyakantha, who was the sun to the lotus c£
S'ivamata (body of doctrines of the S'aiva school), having studied it
of S'riramakantha and teaching it to the author, asked the latter %o
write a plain and short exposition of the doctrines, such as would be
The author expresses the wish that the Kaulas would
useful to all.
read the work and be happy*^.
,
S'ivarchanachandrikd by S'rinivasa in 46 Prakas'as.

Kaula-khandana by Gauda Kas'inatha-dvija.
Panch^yatanaprakas'a (Mantra) by Chakrapani.

Laukikanyaya-samgraha. Same work as No. 3139 in Rajendralal's
Only in the colophon the author's name is here given as
Raghunathadasajika.

Notices,

Balachandrapiakas'a (Dh., Jy., Med., &c ) by Vis'vanatba, son of
Caused to be written by king Balachaiidra, son of the
king of kings, Raya Dhola.

Padmanabha.

S^yainika s'astra (hunting)

by Rudradeva.

Asamatana-s'a.ananusrita' S'astra by Virabhadra, in which the
authcr treats in Arya metre the subjects in Vatsyayana's Kamasutra.
.
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A

Ms. of the Jayamanga]a_, commentary on tlie Kanasutra, be-iiing
in two or three places the fol lowing' colophon Ttyapavarjunabhujaba'a:

mallaraja-Narayana-Chaulukya-chuclamaui--maliaiajidhiiaja--s'rimaJBLaiati-bhaiidagare
Visaladevasya
S'ri-Vatsvayaniya- Ka.Tia.-utratikayam JayamangalabhidhaLayam &c. Of the same import was the
colophon of the Ms, of the commentary used by the author of the
English translation of the Kamasutras published at Benares for the

Hindoo

Kama Sl.astra

The
Kajendialal's Ms.

Societ}^ (Seb.midt^s lud. Erotik, pp. ^4-5).

colophon of Weber's Berlin Ms. No. 2238, and of
No. 2107, is as follows: ity Apaia-juna jivalamallaiaja Najayanamaharajadhi'dja Chauluk3'achudamani Sri Mahimulladevasya bharali,
All this would seem to indicate that it is very likely that the
&c.
commentary was composed for V^isaladeva. There is no Chaulukya
kino: called Mahimalla. unless that wss a desigmation of Visaladeva.
Visaladeva reigned from A. D. 1243 to 1261 and tha 13th centn;y
is the latest date assigned by Schmidt to the author of the comn.entary.

Vinodasamgifcasara.

Manuscript old.

Sanmatitika by Abhayadeva, pupil of Pradyumn-isuri (Pet IV. Ind.).
Vasupujya-charita by Vardhamaia, pupil of Vijayasimhasdri.

Upamitabhavaprapanchakatha by Siddha, pupil of Haribhadra.

Both by Vardhama la,
Commentary written in Samvat 1172 in the
village of Dayikakupa devoted to King Jayasiinha,
Lakshmivallabha's commentary on Uttaiadhyayanasiitra.
Dharmaratiia-karandaka with commentary.

pupil of Abhayadeva.

Kalpakirauavalivyakhya composed by Dharmasagaragani
1628.
Pushpan-alavachviri.

Date

of composition

in

Samvat

Samvat 1512.

Ekibhavastotratika by ^aiiiaja,
Somakii'tyacharya's

Pradyumnacharita.

The data

of

composition

vvas illegible.

Siddhanta.=aroddharaby Kamalayamopadhyayaj pupil of Jiaahai'sha6uri of the Kharataragachchha.

Jainamatiya Rama'3haritra by HemacLarya.
Yid^, alayastl.ana

b/ Jayavallabhakavi.

Nyayarthamanjushikanyasa.
are by Hemahamsagani.

Both the test and the commentary

Sidlhaliemachandrabhidhana-S'abdanus'asana-dvyas'raj'avritti
Abhayatil.'kagani, pupil of Jines'vai'asuri.

by

Commentary on Vidagdhamukhamandana, by Naraharibhatta.
Jnanarnava, a Dhyanas'astra extracted by Achaiya S'ubhachandra

from Jinapati-sutra.
Jaina Tarkabhasha by Yas'ovijayagani.
Stl.aiaiigavritti

by Megyaiajamuni.

Scmas'atakaprakarana by Somapra\ajharya.

.
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Praboilhachintamanikavya by Kavi Jayas'okhara.
Suktis'reai

by Ganavijaya Mahopadhyaya.

Uttivadhyayanavritti, Sukhabodha, composed by Nemichaiidrasiiri iii
Sam vat 1129. There is a Nemicliatidra about that date in the Tapa^a-'hchha pattavalis.

An.Avachuri, on Pras'amarati, by Haribhadrasuri^ pupil of Mauadeva,
Date of composition Samvat 1185.
Udayasimhasuii's Vritti on Jinavallabha's Pindavis'uddhi.
of composition Samvat 1235.
in

Date

Yicharasamgraha drawn like nectar from the ocean of the Agamas
Salnvat 1443 by Kulamandana of the Tapagachchha (Pet. IV. Ind.).

Meghaduta or Nemijinacharlta by Vikrama, son of Saagana.
by way of 8amasi/d the

last lines of the stanzas in

Visamv^las'ataka by Samayasundara.
regards Sutras and Vrittis.

Utilises

Meghaduta.

Treats of differences

as

Upadas'aratnakara by Munisundara Suri (Pet. IV. Ind.).
Sringaravalragya-taraiigini,
cl.arya^

by

S^atarthavrittikara

Somaprabha-

with commentary, Sukhabodhika^ by Nandalala.

Dvijavadanachapetaka^a Vedankus'a) by Haribhadrasiiri.
Dvijavadanachapeta, Vedankus'a, by Hemachandra. Contains extracts
from Puranas, Dharmas'astras,, Vivekavilasa^&c, for teaching Dharmasarvasva (quintessence of right conduct)

Corrmentary on Vidagdhamukhamaudana by Tarabhidhakavl living
in S'ivarajadhani.

C Alimentary, on

Prakrit

Vijjalau,

by Ratnadeva.

Composed

in

Samvat 1393.
42.
I now come to the State eolkction at Bikaner. It was wQvy
satisfactory to see that the Mss. were well preserved and arranged^
Any bundle that was required could be picked out easily. And I was

informed that His Highness the Maharajah intended to house them ia
still better place when the building that was being then erected for
this among many other purposes would be completed.
I have alreaiy*
mentioned the fact of my having been informed that there were many
manuscripts in the collection not included in RajendralaFs catalogile.
I found the information to be correct. The additional Mss. were not
purchased after the catalogue was made. They were not produced for
cataloguing by the person then in charge, perhaps because he felt
suspicious about the fate of the manuscripts that were being catalogued.
I shall here notice only a few of such a3 do not appear in the catalogue

a

:

—

Srisuktabliashya by Karnataka Linganabhatta.

.

Katyayanas'rautasutrabhashya by Anautadeva.
Ahladalahari by Jaiii Mahapatra.
This is No. 474 in RajendralaPs
Catalogue. But the date of composition, which is Samvat 1635, is
not given there.
B

173—7
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PrayasVhititapradipika by Kes'ava.
The name of the author Is taken
in the margin.
Tiie author states that (Apastamba's) PiayasehittaprapAths^Jva was expounded by Bha:kaiAryain200
stanzas in accordance with Dluutas\a.nin and that he himself carrying*^
the verses in his mind is oivins: out their sense for easv understandinor.
Bhaskaiarya's w^ork must be the Apastambapiayas'chittas'atadvayl
noticed by Burnellat p. 270 of hisTanjore catalogue and the Bhashya,
referred to in the S'atadvayi, must be l)Lurtasvamin's.

from the word Kes'avi

Paias'aratika^ Vidv^anmani hara^

M adhavalx
who was
Nili;,

bhatta''s

A

aril-

avyakhy ana

]jy

by Nandapaiidita.

oambabhatta^ son of Bhatta Samkara,

eon of IS'ilaktiitha.

R'ljadharma, Vyavahara, and Kalakaiidas of LakshmidharaKrityakalpataru.

copy, dated Sam. 155G, of the Paras'uia-napratapa noticed above.

Govindamanasollasa or INIanasolla^a by Govindadatta. Devaditya
was minister to king Harasimha of Karuatavams'a. His son was
Gynes'vara, devoted
brother, as

who was his elder
The introduction,**^ which sivesthis
would seem, to state that this Ganesvara

Yi:es'vara, the minister,

to

Lakshmana

to

Eama.

information, fui ther proceeds,

it

was made a Mahasamanta (or great feudatory) over the province of
Aiiga by the Kings of Mithila.
His son was Goviuda. It would not
be very difficult to determine who this Harasimha was. There is one
Harasimha of Nepal who is spoken cf as Karnnatachudamaniriva in
one of the Inscriptions from Nejal, published by Bhagvanlal in
Vol. IX of the Indian Antiquary (p. 188), though according to
modern Nepal Vam^'avaIis or lists of dynasties he comes immediately
after the Karnataka dynasty.
And in the next inscription, where he
is called Harisimha^ he is mentioned as having dug tanks in i\Iithila
and settled Nejaia (pp. 190 1). The cate assigi ed to him according
There is a Harasimha of Mithila,
to the Vams'avalis is 1324 a. d.
s-^n of Bhavesa, in whose reign a woik called Ratrakara was written
by Chandes'vara in a.d. 1314 (Hall's Samkhyapravachanabhashya,
These two and the present one are identical.* There is
p. 36.)
another Harasimha, son
Bhavesa, mentioned in Sanmis'^ra
of

—

(Oxf. Cat., p. cdQa).
Govindamanasolia-a
quoted in Malamasatattva by Raghunandana Bhattaeharya; wdio
lived between A. d. 1431 and 1612.

^Mis'aru^s Yi\adachar.dra
is

oringarasarasi

by Mis'ra Bhava, son

in verse the different objects connected

of Mis'ra Lataka.
with or hgara.

Padyamuktavali by Govinda Bhattacharya, son

of

Describes

Rudranyayavacha-

spati Bhattacharya.

Suktimuktavali by Vis'vanatha, son of Vidyanivasa Bhattacharya.
Sukritakallolini, i, e , Prasasti of Vastupalanvaya by Udayapral^ha.
Begins with Chapotkata Vanaraja^ Yogaraja, etc.

Eight Ashtakas such as Ham=asbtakaj Mayur.i^htikaj Gajashtaka.
Sulha.hitaratnakava by Umapati Paiidita, son of Nirmalanatha,
* iee

Supplementary Kote.

)

.

Commentaries on Hala's Ga'hasapta^ati by Kulauafcliadeva, Pramukhasukavi and Madhavabhatta, son of Mandala Bhatta. The last
one was set to write the commentary by Krisbnadasa of the Miliira
family.

Commentary on Dusbtadamana.
Kavindrachaudrodaya. This is the same work as No. 815 in Raj mdralaVs Notices.
There tlie compiler's nama is given as Vidya-iidhi
Kn vindra. Tliis is not correct as will be seen from the verses beginning
" ^rimatkcxs'i " in the extracts given by liajendralal himself and from
the last line but one of the account given by himself, under the heading,
vishayah.
Krishna is the compiler. Vidyanidh^na (or Vidyanidhi)
Kav?ndra Acharya Sarasvati is the author in whose praise the verses
contained in the compilation were written by different poets from Kas'i,
Pray.a^a and many other place:;. There is also another work in praise
of him in this State Collection called
Sarvavidyanidh'uia-Kavindrachaiya-Sarasvatinain Laghuvijayachchhandahpustakam and there is
The subject of these praises is the aathor t
also a commentary on it.
whose credit stand Kavindrakalpa Iruma, Ham^adutakavya; etc.

Jagadabharana by Jagannathapandita.

An

Abhaiiakas'itaka.

Commentary on the Amarus'ataka, Samjivani, by Arjunavarmadeva,
son of king Subhatavarman of Bh^jakula.
Other commentaries on the same by Naadikes'a and Anavemabhupa'a.

Sundaris'ataka by Utprekshavallabha Gokulabhatta. Written in
Samvat 1648 while Akbar was living at Lahore and ruling the earth.
The poem is published in Ka/yamala, Pt. IX, from a Ms. dated
Samvat 1653. The verses giving the date of compDsition do not,

however, occur there.^^
Adharas'ataka by Saiva kavi Nilakantha, son of Sukla Janardana
and Hiia, grandson, on the mother's side, of Vatsa^harya and pupil of
Bhatta. Mandana (same as Oshthas'ataka, Weber's Berl. Cat., p. 171).
The author seams to be the same as that of the oabds'obha. noticed
above (p. 44).
,

Virahinimanovinoda with the commentary, Padamatraprakaf^'ika
Both by Vinaya (or Viniyaka?) kavi.
Srini^a^asamjivani
son of Nilamani.
oringarapafichas^ika

by Haridevamis^ra, son of Gauripati, who was

by Yanivilasa Diksbita.

Chaurapaiichai'ika with Bhaves'vara's commentary.

Gitagovindatika, Sahityaratnania'a^ by Seshakamalakara, son of
The Ms. bears date Saka 1578,

Aiiganajha and Mha'a,

Krishnagita by Somana"ha_, like Gitagovinda and
Nalavil/isai ataka

later.

and Nirbharabhimavyayoga by Ramachandra kavi ^

pupil of Acharya Plemachandra.

,

.
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Commentary on Anarghara^hava, Rahasyadar^a, by Djvaprabha.
L'ngadurgabhsdananataka (with virarasa or the heroic sentiment
predominant and s'aafi or the sentiment o£ tranquillity subordinate)
by Dadambhatta or Paramananda,

Kamsavadhatika by Vires' vara, son of oesha Krishna; which latter
probably the same as the author of the play.

is

Ushaniruddhanataka by some king of Kas'i called Lakshminatha.
Narottama and Kas'lnaiha are mentioned as his predecessors on the
throne.

(Vibhavana-?) KusumavachayaVilanataka by Madhusudana Sarasvatf.

A

number cf Prahasauas (farces)^ such as Prasangika, Sahridayanandana, Vibudhamohana, Adbhutataranga, all by Harijivanamis'ra,
son of Gauda Vaidyanatha Mis'ra. TheAdbhutataranga was written by order of the king of kiugs, Ramasimba.
Ms. of the autaor'^s Vijayapar'ja'a (Rajendralars No. 129) is dated
Sam vat 1730. So the Ramasimha cannot be the one who was ont

son of Lalamis'ra,

who was

A

the throne at Jodhpur in a. d. 1750.

Kalikantakutiihalaprahasana by Ramakrishna, son of Tripathia
Kalyanakara. Seems to be the same as KalikaalakutukaEataIra noticed
above.

Gauridigambaraprahasana by S^amkaramis'ra.

Commentaries on Kadambari by Balakrishna and Soma-Yajnika
Mudgala Mahadeva.
Commentary on A'a^avadatla by Prabhakara.
Guiiamandaramaiijari by Ranganatha.
Sitamanimaiijari by Ramanandasvamin.

Gopalavilasa by Madhusudanayati.

Mukundavi!a3a by Raghuttamatirtha, pupil
Krishiialilanaritalahari

of Purushottamatirthaw

by Daivajna Raghuvira Dikshita, son of

Vitthala Dikshita.

Bhagavatprasadacharita by Damodara, son of
E|tha, and a commentary on it.

Yamuna and

Vis'va-

Chandis'atakatika by Dhanes'vara, son of Brahmaiia Somana':ha or
Som^s'vara of Das'akurajnati.

Rituvanianakavya by Durlabba with commentary.
Samvat 1625.

Ddte of Ms,

Udararaghava by Mallari.
Ramacharitakavya by Raghuttama.

Bhramaradutakayya by Nyayavachaspati Bhattacharya.
Goialaraya's Yamakamahakavya, Ramaehandrodaya, with his

own

commentary.

Lakshmana Paudlta^s Raghavap^iidaviyatika.
Commentaries on Nalodaya by Ganes'akavi and Sarvajiiamuni
(Padarthaprakas'ika)
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S'atas'lokikavya by Rakshasa
S'aiitakatumbin Rishyas'ringa.

Maiii^hia with a

commentary by

Commentaries on Naishadha by Vidyadhara and Paiidita Lakslimai.ia (Gudharthaprakasika).

Pra^ina'sbadhakavya by Nandanandana. Composed in Samvat 1708
while Shah Jeban was on the throne.

Raghuvams'a 'idurghatochcbaya by Rajakunda.

A Pad}avali o£ which the Ms. is dated Samvat 1649. The compiler
simply calls himself a Dvijabaudhu.
He has gathered together
names of the authors) relating to the god
other than Jayadeva and Bilvamangala.

venses (with
l^oets

Mukunda by

Vakyabhedavichara by A^nantadeva.
Yakyapadiya-vakyakaiidatik^ by Punyaraja,

Prayuktakhyatamanjaii. The author says he has collected the
in use from the wonderful Akhyatachandrika of Bhatta

roots

Malla.

.Ekarthakhyatapaddhati by Bhatta Malla.
Vrittamuktavali and Vrittamuktavalitarala by Mallari.
Alamkaratilaka by Bhanudatta.

Bis'ubodhakavyalamkaraby Vishiiudasa Kavi, son ofkavi Madhava^
Chaturachintamaai by Gangadhara, son of Mis'ra Saindoha.
Sriri4aratikkatika,

Rasatarangiai,

by

Gopalabhatta,

son

of

Diavida Haribhatta.
Kavikutuhala by Kavidhaureya Mallari.
Sahasiadhikaranasiddhaataprakas'a
son of Bhatta Narayana.

-

(Mim.)

by

Bhatta

Samk^a,

Panchapadikatika by Anandapurna or Vidyasagara. He seems to be
the sam3 as the Vidyasagara, who is the author of a commentary
on the Khandana-khaiidakhadya.

Vedantaprakriyah4ra by Kurma.
Suktimukt^vali (relating to Advaitavidya) by Lakshmana, son of
Mahamuni Uttama^lokatirtha.

Dattasuri and favoured of the

Vishaubhaktichandro daya composed by NriBimharanyamuni in Saka
1347.

Gitarthavivarana by Vis'ves'varatirtha, pupil of Vidyadhirajatirtha.
Satyanathayati's

Abhinavagada

^directed

against

Apyadikshita^rf

Madhvamukhamardana.
Kanadarahasya by Mis'ra
what his father Bhavanatha

S^arnkara^
told him.

who

therein says that he wrote

Date

of

Ms. Saka 1551.
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Nyayachandnka

by Madbyandina

Kes'ava^

son

of

Auanta aud

grandson of Kes'ava.
Ahllla of the Pi'%vata family
Samudriliatilaka by Durlabharaja.
son
was Rajapala and grandson
was minister to Bhimadeva. His
Naraismha^s son was Durlabharaja who was made
Narasimba.

His son, Jagaddeva, is also
king Kumarajala.
Kumai-ajala was on the throne from a d. 1143 to 1172,

mabattama by
mentioned.

Rasaratna-pradipa (or dipa) by Ramaraja. The author belonged to
A genealogy is given. It
the line of Taka princes of Kashtbd.
commences with Harichandra. Harichandra's son was Sadharana.
Sadbaaiia had three sons: Lakshmanasimba, Sahajapala and Madana.
The eldest Lakshmanasiniha is not referred to as having been on t'jc
In this family was born king Ratnap'ila and his son was
throne.
Eamaraja. The present work was written at the desire of king SadbaThis must be some other b'aiharaua than the one mentioned
rana.
above, probably an elder brother of Ramaraja. The author gives a list of
the works consulted in verges identical with those in Rasai ajalakshrai
(Oxf. 321aj Drishtvemam, &c.), with Kakaehaud. for Kavkachiud.,

Tne last
samsriti for Sus'ruta and s'aktyagamam for s'aktagamam^^
Taka prince of K aphtha known hitherto has been Madanapala. Tbe
present work gives the names of two more princes in that line after him.
But how many rulers there were between Madanapala and the first of
these two is not stated.
Samgitaratnakaratika, Su Ihakara, by Simha Bhupala. The coloat the end of this work corresponls exactly up to "virachi^'
with the colophon I found at the end of tbe Ms. of Rasaniavasudhakara,
So both the Rasaniavasudhakara and the
I saw in this coUection^^.
Samgitaratcakaratika. Sudhakara, are evidently attributed to the same
About the former work Burnall in his Tanjore Catalogue
royal author.
*^ The nominal author is
(where it is called si nply Raa:'nava) says
said to have been a Taajore Prince of the last (18th) century

phon

:

—

.'''

'.1

the Maharaja Ihiraja Hammira.
The author
the
book
collecting
together
the
views
of
those, who
says he compiled
knowing gita, vadya and nritya (singing, music and dancing) wrote
Amongst such writers he mentions Brahma^ Is'a, Gauri,
about them
Bharata; Matanga, yavdulaka, Kas'yapa, Narada, Vis'akhila, Dantila,
Nandikes'a, Rambha, Arjuna, Yasbtika, Ravana, Durgas'akti, Anila
and others, Kohala, As'vatara, Kan^bala^ king Jaitrasimha, Rudrata,
kings Bhoja and Vikrama, Kesideva the sole king of the world,
Simbana, king Ganapati, and Jayasimha and other kings'*^.
S'riiigarabara

by

Samgitamakaranda by Veda or Vedabudha, son of Ananta, who
was son of Danodara. This Damodara may be the author of the
Samgitadarpana.
Samgitai-.arakalika
old copy.
There is

A

very
Moshadeva.
noticed above a Lilavatitika by Suvariiakara

by Suddhasuvarnakara

MoshaJeva.
Vidagdhamukhamancjanatika^ Vitika^ by Gairikaota Sa;vabhaumabhattacLai'ya.

t

Vidagilliamukliamaiidanatilva^ Sravanabhushana,

by Narahari.

my return from tour, through the kindness of the
Agent and the Bikaner Darbar, I got a loan of a Ms. of the
Sriblashya from this State collection for the edition of that work in
43.

After

Political

the

Bombay

Sanskrit Series.

I proceeded to Hanumangad
the same State.
Here my assistant
on
getting
while
to
the
back
of a camel and
accident
for a few days he was not able to help me at all and not
during the rest of the tour.
4.4.

From Bikaner

which belongs

to

(or

Bhatner)

met with an
thenceforward
very actively

Writing in 1872 A. Cunningham said he had previously seen
room ten or twelve feet long and about six feet
broad half filled with manuscripts, from among the topmost of which
he picked out a palm-leaf manuscript and found it dated Sam vat 1200
When Biihler visited the
i.e. A. D, 1144 (Gough's Records, p. 82).
did
1874)
not
find
the
place in
he
collection of old plam-leaf manu45.

in the fortress there a

scripts.

800

He

was, however,

mar.iusciipts

(Gough,

shown a
p.

119).

containing about
saw was a large box

large library,

What

I

with paper manuscripts, some tied up in pieces of cloth, others
The fort is dilapidated. The people, who
loose, and all in disorder.
lived inside, have had plots allotted them outside acd have come
The place in the fort, where I saw the box of
to live there.
also
•manuscripts is
dilapidated and deserted.
The heir to the manuscripts is a young boy who, 1 believe, is studying at Patiala.
filled

46.

Some

of the manuscripts I

saw here were

:

Dharmatattvakalanidhi (Dh.) by king Prithviehandra (or Prithvichandradeva), son cf Nagamalla.
The copy was made in Saihvat
15'30 while Prithvichandradeva was on the throne.
The author has
a long tale of birudas (titles).

V

Canto
of the Kumarapalacharita by Jayasimhasuri of the K.rishnarshiyagaehchha. This then is the poem referred to, by Nayachaii^rasuri in his Hammirakavya, as written by his teacher Jajasimhasuri
(Kirtane^s edition., p. 6 of Introduction and p. 132 of the Text).
S'ringaradarpaua by Padmasundarakavi, by a study of which ithe
author expected Akbar to be able to gratify his wife (Mudiavati ?).

A copy of Parichatantra made in Samvat
Tagblak was on the throne.

141^9,

while Firuz

Sarasarngraha (Med.) by Siva Vaidya cf Gauda
Dvija Yajilika Sridhara and Hamsi.

jati,

Shah

son of the

Mss. of Lilavatikathavritti, Ballalasena^s Adbhuta&agara, Vasudeva

Hindi

(Khanda

Kiranavali (Ny.), S^A^amas'akuna, Kukkoka's
and Sulhana's commentary on Vrittaratnakara dated
respectively Sariwat 1461, 1516, 1557, 1614, 1621), 1634 and 1644.
I),

Ratirahasya

47.
Nagaur in Jodhpur territory was the plaoe I next proceeded to.
Here I saw nothing of importance. There were two Jaina Collections

lQ
One I saw. It was a small collection
I hal come to know of.
containing ordinary Jaina scriptures and comment^ines and other
Of the other collection the key was with a S'ripu.iyapada who
books.
went awav ten or fifreen years ago, nobody knew whither.
But they were very ordinary
Brahman had a few mmuscnpts.

A

ones.

48.

Thence I went

The reply I had received from the
November 1903 was similar to that received
I was assured by one or two^ Pandits that

to Alwar.

State to my
from Bikaner. But still
there were in Aiwa- a few private collections of manuscripts in additioa
And I was not disappomted.
to the one belonjjing to the State.
proper
order and seemed to.ba
in
was
It
1 saw the State Coll^-tion.
good
use was made of it
It also appe ired that
properly looked after.
by the mauy Pandits I came across at that place. Through the
influence of a Pandit; whosi acquaintance I had previously made
the Pandit who was directed
at Bharatpur, and by the help of
by the Chief Memler of Council to take me round I was able to see
the collections here without the slightest difficulty. It struck me that
the owners of manuscripts here did not seem to have th"3 least
Probably it is because they have
prejudice against showing them.
realised the useful nature of the v/ork of the search for manuscripts,
having had a practical instance of it in the catalogue of the State
Collection published by Peterson, and have ceased to entertain
In fact one Pandit,
suspicions of any sinister motives in the work.
Oriental
Sanskrit
Titles
Examinations of
certain
pasbcd
who has
confidence
me
sufficient
in
to
lend me a copy
Punjab University, had
of Ramanuja's Siiblarhya for the purposes of the edition which has
I examined six
been undertaken for the Bombay Sanskrit Series.
belonging
them
to
Brahmans.
of
all
All the
here,
collections
collections were on the whole well preserved and ordered.
enquiries in

49.

The following

are

some

of the noticeable manuscripts:

Chakshushopanishad.

Agnibrahmaiia (Samav.).

A copy

of

Gobh

lagr.hyasutra dated

Samvat 1640.

Igaraskiragrihyakarika by Reiiukacbarya.

Latyayanasrautasutrabhashya by Eamakrishua Dikshita.

Karmavi] aka by Krishiiadeva composed in Samvat 14-32 when
Durgasimha was king of Naudabhadra, whose queen was Ambika and
The author's father was Padmanabha
minister Karuakaiithirava.
V^a^a.

Nalodaya with a commentary by Mis'ra Prajiiakara Maithila.
Aroarus'ataka with a commentary by JUaaananda or Srilasri Ravichandra (same work as No. 2393 in RajendralaFs Notices).

Commentary on Gitagovinda by Maithila Krishnadatta.
original

is

explained so as to apply to Siva.

The

s
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I

Lakshraaiia, son of Rainichandra of the

Pady^mritasarovara by

Ka^yapa gotra.
Rasakalpadruma (A.nth.) compiled by Cliafcurbliuja Mls'ra. ^ The
names are given. It was compiled at the desire of Sayasta

authors'

Khan

in 1705.

Amarako^a with a commentary, the Budhamanohara, by Maliadeva,

who

obtained the

title of

Ved^-ntin from Svayampraka/atirtha.

Premasamputa (kavya) composed in 1606 by Vis'vanatha ChakraRelates to the amours of Radha and Krishna.

vartin.

Nayyakavyapraka^^'a by Shimananda, son of Kanyakubjatilaka
Dikshita Raghunandana, Inhabitant of Ishtakapnra. In Northern
This ShiIndia sh is often pronounced as, and replaced by, kh.
author is
the
Khima;ianda
mananda, therefore, is another form of
and
evidently the same as that of Tattvasaraasavjakhya and of Nyayaratnakara or Navayogakallola (Hall's Cjatribation, pp. 4 and 12).
The manuscript appeared to be old.

Vivekamartanda of Gorakshanatha.

Yogakh^ana by Yajnavalkya,

called

Yajnavalkyopanishad

in

the

colophon.

Premajattanika by Rasikottamga.
,

Chamatk^rachintamaiii with commentry by Dharmes'vara Malaviya,
Suryasiddbaata with Chaiides'variya Bhashya.

Siddbantabindhu

(Jy.)

by Nit} aaanda composed by Shah Jehan's

orders.

Charakavyakh} a Chakradattiy^.
50.
From Alwar I propoc6eded to Rajgarh; belonging to the
same State.
At Alwar I had got the names of the persons at
Rajgarh who owned Sanskrit manuscripts. These I had previously
communicated to the Hakam of the place and the arrangements
he had made were so complete that I coald go out and commence
work immediately on reaching my lodgings. The collections wer^
not big anl only four in number.
Two of th^m were well preserved.
•
But there wae bardly any order.

The following Mss may be noted

:

—

.

Anandavrindavauachampu by Kes'ava.
Sdrasamgraha by oambhudasa, anthology not Dharma.
Kavyakaustubha.

An

imcomploto copy.

Vrittaratnakaratika by S'rikanthasuri,

Vrittarcanikyama'a by Trimalla.

—

Alamkarasekhara
(1563 a. d, Rijas of
Maiiikyachandra
of
Trigarta, Duff, pp. 303-7).
SeeBlihler's Kas'm. Report, pp. cxxviiicxxix and I. O. Catal. pp. 346-7.
"

"

p 17;^—

.
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Chbandahkanstubha by Radha-ramodara, with a commentary by
his pupil, Vidyabhiishana.

Jn&nadarpana by Niml arka.
KaranaYaishnnva by Samkara, son of Sukadevabhatta.
Sarngadharatika by Adhamalla.
Chikitiasarodadhi by Nandaki^ora Mis'ra.
51.

Mandsaur was the

collections, all Jaina.

One

place I visited next.

them belonged

of

Here I saw four

to a private individual

and was all in ruins. The other three belonged to Digambara temples.
The Digambaras, I had known before, objected to leather being
admitted into their temples, though Svetambaras did not jnind
binding their books in leather or enclosing them in leather cases and
keeping them thus enclosed in their temples. Hei'e I found that they
objected to wool also. I was not allowed to touch the books in the
temples as I was wearing woolen clothing. A man, sitting beyond the
carpet on which I was sitting, held before me the manuscripts I wanted
to see.
One collection mostly consisted of recent copies specially made.
I saw a copy of Jainendravyakaraiia in it and in another a Tatfcvirthavritti (Karananuyoga), called Sarvai-thasiddhi, by Fujyapadasvamin, and
a Kathako^a by Brahmanemidatta, pupil of Mallibhushana. Beyond
these there was not much that was noticeable.
52.
At Salemabad in the Kishangad State, I had heard, there waa
a gadi (spiritual throne) of Nimbarka and that works belonging to
Nimlarka's school of Vedanta would be found there. Through the
State officials I got a list sent me of the manuscripts there. The
collection seems to be poor in the number of manuscripts.

Among

the manuscripts are

:

—

Several works of Kes'avabhatta of Kasmir, such as Vair-hnavadharmsH
mim^msa and Bhiichakradigvijaya.

Nimbarka's Bhashya on the Vedautasutras.
Vedaniakaustubha by Sriniva-a .harya.

Brahmasutrabhashya by Bhaskaracharya.

A life of

Kes'avabhatta, of Kas'mir.

Purushottama's VedantaratnanaaujusLa and Vedantasurudruma.

Nimbarkapradurbhava
Harivyasadeva's Siddhantaratnavali.

Naradapancharatra,

From several places I received lists, mostly through Captain
53.
Luard. They were from Dewas (Senior Branch), Jaoia, Rampura,
Raj gad (C, I.), Ajaigad^ Suthalia, Jhabua, Rutlam, Multhan and
Bharatpur Agency. In asking for these lists it was stated that they
should include only manuscripts and of Sanskrit works only and that
the authors' names should be given, whenever they could be ascertained.
There was hardly any hst in which the directions were all carried out.
Astrology and modern works on medicine seem to be in the greatest
favour.

59
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The following may be noted

:

—

Dewas {Senior Branch),
Kumirapalaprabaudha compoied
pupil of SomaBundara.

in

Sam vat

1 192

by Jinamaijidana,

Rasikajivana by Gadadharabhatta,
oikandarasahitya by RaghunathamisTa.

N aradapaucharat ra.
Vacharambhana by Nrisimhas'rama.
Vasishthasiddhanta,

Suryasiddhantabhashya by Ranganatha.
Jyoti^chandrarkaruchi by Rudrabhatta,

Panchapakski by Varahamihira.

Vaidyabbaskarodaya by DhaavantarL
Samarangaiiasiitradhara by Bhojadeva.

A

Kiranavali by Haradatta.

Rampura,
Suvrittatilaka.

Ala mkarabhedanirriaya.
Sahityasukshmasaraiii with commentary.

Bhashabhushanayuta Upamavilasa.

my

tour I called upon Captain Luard. The
At the end of
to the Governor- General, Central India^ had written to say, as
mentioned in paragraph 65 of my previous report, that Captain Luard
expected that he might be able to persuade the Jains and others to assist
me in my search. Moreover on reading my previous report Captain
Luard had himself written to me to say that the search on which I
had started was more or less his child and he would like him to grSw
at least into youth. I, therefore, wanted to know how far he bad
succeeded in persuading owners and keepers of manuscripts to help in
the search, so that I might continue my work with the proffered help.
He said he regretted he had not met with the success he had
•
expected.

54,

Agent

Here, therefore, the special purpose for which I was deputed
As a result of my search during the present two
to go on tour ended.
tours and of the preliminary one, I am persuaded that there are some
very important collections which deserve to be catalogued and hav«
their catalogues published, especially as they are not likely to disperse.
Firstly there are the State Collections at Rewah, Jaipur, Jodhpur,
Kishangad, Bundi, Kotah, Udaipur, Bikaner.
55,

The State
which was shown

Collection at Jaipur I refer to is not the one
to me as such (paragraph 37 of my previous
report).
I feel sure that there must be another and a far more
important one, as 1 have already hinted in the paragraph of my

56,

60
previous reporfc, jusfc referred to.
Paudit Ralhakriohiia in his letter
to the Viceroy of 10th May 1868, which was the origin of the
institution hy Government of the search for manuseriptei, says that
**
the rarest books were collected by the liberal ancestors of the former
(Maharaja of Jaypur), from the time of Raja Man Siiih." Whith^y
Stokes in his note on the letter refers to '* lists of the collections in
State Libraries/ such as that lately procured by the Political A^-entat
Jaypur/^ (Gough, pp. 1 and 3). Peterson in his Report for 1882-83,
p 45, says that he spent three days in going as carefully as possible
over the library and considered the time too short for doing anything
else than making a hurried note of books to be added to our lists of
The library 1 was shown could not be the library
desiderata.
thus referred to.
In his next repoi.t Peterson also added *that
the Jeypur Durbar had cordially acceded to the suggestion to
catalogue the library made in his previous report and that the
work must have made considerable progress.

Part of the Bikaner State Collection has been catalogued.
But it would be desii-able to supplement RajendralaFs Catalogue with
one of manuscripts not included therein.
57.

I had to report previously that the State Collection at Jodhpur
was not at all in good order. But now the Jodhpur D^bar has
The senior
resolved to set it in order and have it catalogued.
member of the Mehkma Khas some time ago asked for my views on
the point and I have communicated them to him.
58.

Then there are certain Jaina bhandars that are worth being
known the big one at Jaisalmer, one at least, if not
more, of those at Bikaner and one at Jodhpur. The one at Bikaner
that I mean is at present in the hands of a Jaina layman and he had
59.

made

better

:

to fight hard at court to prevent its going into another's hands, as he
was sure that thereby it would have dispersed and been destroyed.
He has already been scunded and is willing to accede to the proposal

The big
to catalogue his Mss. when it should be actually made.
btandar at Jaisalmer, I am hopeful, the trustees can be prevailed
upon to allow to be catalogued. But it would not be so easy to
persuade them to so facilitate matters, that the work of cataloguing
would be allowed to go on without a hitch for a reasonable length of
time every day.
With the help of the Dewan, however, and some of
who
seemed
the tnistees
to me to be very amenable to reason, that too
may very likely be managed. And lastly the Brahman Collection in
The form of
the temples at Kotah should also be catalogued.
catalogue I have already suggested in paragraph QQ of my previous
report.

"With reference to the Jaina Collections, however, there is one
60.
question to be considered. There has been a great deal of activity
recently going on in the Jaina community and they are having
catalogues made cf eueh Jaina Collections as it can get access to.
Should the community make such catalogues and publish them,
I, therefore,
it would be superfluous for the Government to do so.
made enquiries of the Secretary, Svetambaia Jaina Conference,

;

61
about the Conference's intentions in makinj:^ the catalogues.
I
asked him (1) whether it was true that, as I had been told, the
object was siinf ly to ascertain what Jaina works were available at
what places and to make complete collections, at three different
places, of all such as were extant ; (2) whether the Conference
intended making lists of all Jaina bhandars at all places and not only
of those at Patau and Jaisalmer (3) whether it intended publishing
all or any of the lists that would be made ; (4) whether the lists
would take note of the Brahman works existing in the bhandars
and finally (5) whether the lists, either published or simply made
and kept in manuscript, would give only the names of the works and
the authors, the numbers of the leaves, Hues and letters, and the age or
wohld also give such extracts from the manuscripts as had been given
in Peterson's list of the Santinitha Bhandar.
The following is an
extract from his reply
" We have learnt that most of our valuable
ancient works have been hidden in old times in such Bhandars
and that the trustees or persons in possession of those Bhandars
are averse to open them and to restore the damaged works.
have tried and made lists of the Bhandars at Jaisalmer and Patan
and our Pandits are now engaged in making lists of other Bhandars.
On making lists of the several Bhandars we intend comparing them
all and seeing which book requires our immediate attention for its
restoration.
have a mind to have copies of the works which are
not in circulation at present, so that in future we may not be in need
of again opening the Bhandars.
are trying to have a central
This scheme is not yet ripe, but we hope in course of
library or so.
time to have it realised. As regards printing the lists we will decide
after we have got all the lists and, so far as at present I can tell, we
shall most probably have the liots printed.''
From this it seems that
the object of the Conference is not a literary one in general but concerns
itself with only the extant Jaina literature, saored as well as profane.
Accordingly the lists of the big Bhandar at Jaisalmer that I saw made
on behalf of the Conference contained remarks with reference to each
of the manuscripts as to the neoessity of its being restored and al to
the urgency or otherwise of the restoration.
And further, in the case
of almost all Brahman works only the names were given with no
other information but that they were anyadars'aniya.
The lists conUnder these circumstances catalogues of Jaina
tained no extracts.
Collections also will have to be made and published on behalf of •Government.
;

:

—

We

We

We

There are a few more things I have to report. They relate to
tOur and the report dealing with it.
At Indore on that
occasion I had seen a number of o!d manuscripts belonging to a
Paui&i^ika in the service of the Shrimant Sardar Kibe Saheb.
The
Pauranika had then been recently carried off by plague. The manuscripts consequently practically belonged to the Sardar and he made
them over some time ago to the Bombay Asiatic Society,
61.

my

first

62. In paragraph 13 of that report I have referred to my being
informed that manutcripts belonging to three or four Shastris at
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Indore, who had died of plague, were being secretly sold and probably
not to persons who would be interested in preserving them, I wrot«
to the Dewan Saheb, urging upon him the desirability of seeing what
he could do to prevent such destruction. I do not know if in the
midst of other affairs of the State he has been able to keep in mind

my

suggestion.
63.

I had noted a copy of Sulapaui's commentary on Yajuavalkya

with Kalyanabhatta's commentary
Professor Jolly of Wiirzburg, who bas made Dharma one of
at Bundi.
his specialities, noticed them and asked me to get copies made of them
for him, saying at the same time that the results of my tour seemed to
him very important. Writing again he said that he would duly point
out the importance of the diecovery of the Ms. of SCllap aiii in a paper
he intended writing on the commentaries on Yajnavalkya. By the
kindness of the owner of this manuscript and of the Bundi Darbar I
I
obtained a loan of both and sent, copies of them to the Professor.
may mention that the owner of SAIaiaiii did not even know that he
had it, when I went to him to borrow it.
at Indore

and one

of Naradasmriti

64. Of similar service has my report been to another scholar.
Whenever I noted down in the report the existence of portions of

Baudhayanas'rautasutra, a complete copy of which has been hitherto
wanting, I bad in my mind Dr Caland of Utrecht, who is engaged on
an edition of the Siitra. He spetified the portions for want of which
he could not proceed with his work and asked for a loan of the original
Not only he
manuscripts containing them or at least copies of them.
personally, he added, but the whole scientific world that had an interest
for the study of Sanskrit, woiUd be much obliged to me, if I could
procure them for him. Fortunately some of the owners at Dhar,
Gwalior and Ujjain were liberal-minded enough to lend them and I
was able to send the originals themselves [to him through the India
They have been duly returned. Some of the manuscripts,
Office.
Dr. Caland says, " were indeed of the greatest importance.'^ There are
stilt some other parts for which he* would like to have additional
The three persons at Gwalior who had one or more of
materials.
1 have tried hard, but so
after my visit to that place.
died
soon
these
for
these
him.
faB without success, to get
65j The manuscript of Vikramavilasa in the State Collection at
Gwalior, to which I referred in paragraph oO of my previous report, I
was at last able to get through the kindness of the Darbar and the
I made use of the pras'astis in it in a paper I read before
Resident.
the Bombay Asiatic Society on the occasion of its centenary.
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Sin<yh's

The

list

my last report I have received a list of Javan
Kishangad
referred to therein in paragraph 47.
Collection at
does not contain anything of much importance.

Since the date of

In paragraph 50 I have referred to the fact that a manuscript
at Shahpura (Rajputana) as one of Pavana's Bhashya on
Yajurveda turned out to be one of Mahidhara's Bhashya on the Vajasaneyi-Samhita. I have since noticed in a list from Rewah, received
67.

shown me

63
thronf^-h a friend, tlie ontry
Vetlabhashya by Rlvana-Maludhara.
This shows that Mahidhara's Bhashya on the Yajus is taken by some
to be the Ravanabhashya on that Veda.
:

68.
I have again to thank the Political Officers with whom I came
in contact for their uniform courtesy and to the Maharajah of Bikaner

who seemed to take much interest in my work. To the
Honourable the Agent to the Governor General, Kajputana, and the

also

vanous Darbars in Kajputana I am extremely obliged for exemption from the vexatious insjeetion by Customs Officers.
I have the honour to be,
Sir,

Your most obedient

SHRIDHAR

R.

servant,

BHANDARKAR,
Professor of Sanskrit.

I

I
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APPENDIX

1.

Inscriptions at Jaisalmer.

No.

From

The

tlie

I.

Cliintamani*Par^\raaatha Temple*^

intended to be a prasasti of the festivities in conMost of it is in prose.
nection with the consecration, etc., of the temple.
A long' genealogy is given of the S'resh thins (merchants) who built
The
the temple, who were of Ukesa va«isa and Rankanvaya.
their
ancestors
mentioned
of
some
of
are
pilgrimages
with
notable
Then a Kharatara pattavali is given from Jinakusala to
th'jir dates.
Jinaraja and Jiiiavardhana is mentioned as being on the Patta at that
It was Jinavardhana, who had the pratishtha (consecration)
time.
of the temple built by the S'reshthins performed and also that of the
idols therein in Samvat 1473 during the reign of Lakshma^iaraja.
The prasasti was composed by Jayasagaragai^i.
Inscription

is

No. IL

From
whoHy

the same*^

The

two stanzas are devoted t©
the praise of P4r§vanatha and the third one to that of Jaisalmer.
Then a genealogy is given of king Lakshmaiia. The kings of the
dynasty are mentioned as belonging to the Yadukula. The genealogy
given begins with Jaitrasirnha. Jaitrasimha's sona were Muladeva
(or Miilaiaja) and Ratnasimha, who righteously protected the earth as
Lakshmana and Rama did cf old. Ratnasimha's son was Ghatasimha
who like a lion tearing up the elephants in the shape of the Mlechchhas
forcibly wrested their Vapradari from them.
Miilaraja's son was
Devaraja ; Devaraja's son was Kehari and the latter's son was Lakshmana. The last one receives general praise in dx stanzas in which it is
stated that he worshipped the feet of Surisvara^ Sagaraehandra.
Tken
a pattavali of the Chandra Kula from Jinakusila to Jinaraja is given.
By the advice of Jinaraja the building of the temple was commenced by
the Kharatara samgha during the reign of Lakshmana and by his ordors
This

is

Sagaraehandra

in

in verse.

first

Samvat 1459 {N aveshuvdrdkmdu) placed the

idol in

the innermost sanctuary (garbhagriha). Under the direction of Jinavardhana the temple was conapleted in Samvat 1473. Then the city
which has got such a temple, the king in whose reign it was built,
the Samgha who built it and those who would see it in future aoies
are all congratulated on their good fortune.
The Jina temple is
called

Lakshmana-vihara.

The

prasasti

was composed by Sadhu

Kirtiraya.

No.

From

III.

tlie

same'^.

This refers to the setting up of an idol of Par^vanatha in the
temple in Samvat 1493 during the reign of Yajarasimha.
B 173—9
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No. IV.

From a temple

of

Lakshminarayana 51

In this Jesalmern is spoken of as an invincible city of Vanigvi^es
(merchantp) and as ruled over by princes of the Yadava dynasty.
Then a genealogy is given from Jaitrasimha to Lakshmana, omitting
Ijakshmana's
the Ratnasinaha and Ghata?imha of inscription No. II.
son, Vairisimba, got the prafis hi /id of the temple made in the Vikrama
Samvat 1494 (atita or past) and Bhatika Samvat 813 {pravartamdna
or current).
Then exactly the same genealogy as above is given
again in prose from Baula Jatasiha and it is stated that the Panchayatanaprasada was piatishthita (consecrated) by Vairisimba for the
*
prospering of all desires and for pleasing Lakshmikanta.

No. V.

From

the S'ambbavanatha Temple^^.

(The temple underneath which

is

the big Bhaudar).

herein praise 1 as being acknowledged even by powerful Miechchha kings to be difficult to capture even for thousands of
genealogy
enemic'^.
Then is praised the family of the Yadu kings.
of the vam^ (dynasty) in prose follows, beginning with Raula S'ri
Jaitasirnha, with Baula S'li Duda interposed between Eatnasimha
and Gbatasimha. Kehari is here called Kesari. The genealogy ends
pattavali of the Kharatara Vidhipaksha of the
with Vairasinnha.
Chandra kula (a sect of the Jainas) follows, beginning with Vardhamana. It mentions a few facts, literary and others, in connection with
many of the name?, most of whieb facts are well-known. The follow-

Jaisalmer

is

A

A

ing

may

be noted

:—

That Jinadatta (the successor of Jinavallabha) had the title
Yugapradhana given him by Ambikadevi. This is referred to in Jayasag»ura's commentary on Jinadatta^ s Samdehadolavali.

The

pattavali ends with Jinabhadra. Jinavardhana has been
naturally for the reason given in
Klatt's Onomasticon
(page 84). Jinabhadia's character, learning and teaching are praised.
B}' his advice Vihai*as (temples) were built and idols put up in various
places and in places like Analiillapataka, the Vidhipaksha S'raddhasanigha formed treasures of pearls of knowledge (libraries). His feet,
the inscription says, are worshipped by the kings Vairisimba, Tryambakadasa and Kshitindra.

omitted,

A

then given of the builders who were of the
In Samvat 1487 they performed a
pilgrimage to S'atrurajaya and Raivata and made the Panchamyndd}apana in 1490. By the advice of Jinabhadra they built this
temple in 1494 during the reign of Va'risirnha. The festivities
in connection witb the prati&htha took place in Samvat 1497, when
Jinabhadra put up 300 idols of S'ambbavanatha and others^ Sarnbhavaiatha being the Mularayaka among them. Vairisiniha took ][)art
genealogy

Chopada

gotra,

is

Ukesa vam^a.
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Then a wish is expressed for the victory, throughout the three worlds, of some Jinakusala Munindra of the Kharatara
Vidhipaksha, The Prasasti was composed l»y Vachanacjharya Sr.makunjara, pupil of Vachaka Jaya^an^ara.
in the festivities.

No VI.
From

the same^^.

This contains the Kharatara pattivali referred to, in my report on
the S^vetambara Jaiua Mss purchased for Gv^vernment in 1883-84, as
mentioned in Dharmaeagara^s Pravachanapariksha (Dr. Bhandarkar's
Keport for 1883-84, page 152). It goes down to Jinabhadra, omitting
Jinavardhana. The inscription states that a tapahpattikd was put up
by the advice of Vachanacharya Ratnamurtlgani in Sara vat 1595,
while Jinabhadra was on the pat ta and Chajhigadeva on the throne.

No. VII.

From

the S'antinatha Temple^*.

This is an inscription mostly in Giijarafci pr.ose. Towards the
end there is one sentence in Sanskrit prose and two Sanskrit verses.
In the beginning also there is one Sanskrit verse. The performance
of pilgrimages and building of temples are recorded in the inscription.
— Raiila Cha^higadeva, Raiila
It contains the following genealogy
Devakariia, Raiila Jayatasimha. The last is mentioned as being on the
throne in Samvat 1583 and Luiiakarna as being heir-apparent.
Devakariia is mentioned as ruling in Samvat 1536, in which y^ar
it seems the pratisbtha of this temple was made.
Jayantasiniha is
referred to as being on the throne in Samvat 1581 also.
:

No. VIII.

From

the temple of

Mahadeva^\

"*

It records the building of the temple by the queen of Raiila
Bhimasimha, son of Maharaiila Hariraja, in Samvat 1673 (ati^),

S'aka 1538 and Bhatika 993 (pravartamaaa).

*

No. IX.

From

the temple of Giridhariji^^.

It records that the temple of Purushottama was built in Samvat
1852 or S^aka 1717 (pravartamaaa) by Mah&raiila MAlarajaji. The
inscription is partly in Sanskrit and partly in a dialect of Hindi.

No.X.
From

the temple of

temples by Maharavala Mularfija
Samvat 1854 or S'aka 17 lU

It records the building of six

in

4898

of the

Yadhishthira

era,

Hanuman.

—
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The ab«DYe inscriptions along with a pattivali noticed in the report
give some information and a few definite dates relating to the MahaJ^vals of Jaisalmer as shown in the following list
:

!• Jaitasirnha or Jaitrasimha,
2. Mularaja, son of 1.
3.

Ratnasimha, son of 1 (does not occur in the
290-1," Duff's Chronology).

4.

Duda

5.

Ghatasimha, son of

(in

No.

V

list

at pages

only).
3.

6. Devaiaja, son of 2.
7.

K^saii or Kehari, son of

8.

Lakshmana, son

of 7,

*

6.

Samvat 1459, 1473.

9. Yairisimha or Vaj^aras'mha, son of 8 (No. IV),

14D3/1494 (Bhatika Samvat 813),
10. Cha.higa , Samvat 1505.
11. Devakarna,

Samvat

14-97.

Samvat 1536

12. Jayatasimhaj

Samvat 15S1, 158^.

13.

Lunakarna; probably a son of 12.

14.

Maladeva (Baladeva

in Duff's Chronologv), second son

of

13 (Tod), Samvat 1612.

15 Hariraja.
16.

Bhimasimha, son

of 15,

Samvat Vikrama 1&73, or Bha-

tika 993.

«
25.

4i

«

:):

Maharavala Mularaja, Samvat 1852, 1854.

The B avals

or Maharavals of Jaisalmer Irelongei to the Bha^ti
and seemed to have sometimes used an era which they called
Bhatika era and which was later than the Samvat era by 680-1 yeartv

tribe

• In only three of the above inscriptions the genealogy begins with
In No. IV, however, the names
Jaitrasimha, ytr,, Nos. II, IV and V.
of Ratnasiinha and Ghatasimha are altogether omitted, probably
because they were not in the direct line from Mularaja, Ratuasimlia
being his brother and Ghatasimha his nephew.

Batnasiniha has been omitted

from the

list

of the Jaisalmer

Maharavals at the end of Priusep and of Duff's Chronology. Bub
No. V distinctly says that Ratnasimha was king and No, II that
Mulaiaja and Ratnasimha enjoyed the earth as did liakshmaiia and
Rama of old. Accoriting to Tod's account, however, both Mularaja and
Ratnasimha fell together iu 1295 a. d. during the siege of Jaisalmer
by Ghori AUauddin's army.* Very likely, though Katnasimha was
not actually crowned, he might have been regarded as joint king, as
the comparison in No. II to Ra.na and Lakshmana would seem to
iiidicate.
*^"

» H^jasthau

11. p.

22S.
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Out of the three inscriptions abave referred to Duda or T)M^ is
mentioned only in V.
His name, however, occurs in the list at the
end of Prinsep, though not in Duff's list. Dudu was not in the direct
line, but was elected Raval some years subsequent to the fall of Mularaja and Ratnasimha.

From

Tod's account we know that Devaiaja was carried off by
fever during the siege in which his father fell.
So bis name appears
neither in Duff's list nor in that in Prinsep.
Of the above inscriptions
only No.
speaks distinctly of his having been a king. The other two
simply say he was son of Mularaji. These two inscriptions, however,
speak in the same terms of also some of those who, it has never been
doubted, were actually on the throne.

V
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APPENDIX
I.

11.

—?R^^T5CT5^<T.

2.

—

JT^Tq^yri^^.

fqf^v^l^^T5l^ff^^I5mT^I^afTRITqm^^?^?T^^^R^rmT?ftH5[e€553T-

^?^^[si^gH^[^Rii^r^^[ficqcT[q^5PT^qfcirqo ^mq^Tf^^ffii^ B^^''

3.

The Colophon

reads

4.

—rec^^rf^r^.
:

—

?frf.[^1U5^f «^;^^!q^r^^Tq55fmqqm-

^^'TTerq'^TT^^.

«?JT5Xfr^^^'^H^J

fsr^fiq

I^q:

mq:

^q f^fqsq^ ^r^n%

II

^

I)

m^^

m^^f ^iq^%^g^^qi^^ ^qf ^^:

n

fq^fr

^

11

1
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*

•

*

*

•»

«

¥:

»

«T^R[sit^5ir^

^^^5Jf j??rgr^f^^q =3^fq

i^^^qsmr^

5q^3cT

^ ftsT^regsR^q

*

^IT^%

( i.e.

€?:^^fT

?^^^^?:qq^f^cT5qF'Jcft Rtfcf(

^cgqpeqT xfikiq^rq

^qr^^q^q

cu

f^^<r5fg^^qq¥i[;5T: ^'^^r

^q^c(l4??$q qjq55wrbf

[

^k: ^^khs: ^q g^^l:

#

^?

mVm:

iflfcT?

^
fq^^5^^^^^:

] fqqrPi^:n?i

mk^

i

)^RT-

i

^

'SC

)

%

*

Ht

U

*

^

^\^^^^i #if%c3rf%^^

i...

^qil^q:

i

««

g^:
ii

*

^

^ qmq[% si^j^o^li^^^q^ q*[^

II

«<\

ll

II
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(

...q^[^if<;

^o

I

...

^^if^^rR

^^^^fft ^i^^'

^k: ?fJ^KgK^gf5i?Tn<i5fit7rq^TO^.

c

^I'^qr ^\^ 5[[%cf n\^^\

^^^^ ^m ^i^

^3<

I

\\

\

ii

ll

6.

«?if^CTl^

^^ ^^\ a\z^

•

qf^ ^ff^q

—c^mm^fq-.

^^'^^[^iq^^qrn^qqf^q^ uq^v^FR nq^^-

R^^^qf ^«n€^

^j?fq 5i^Hyj?fir^c;v{*3q?fq qn?:rq

^r^

i

In continuation of the ist part of 5 :- cl^W^qj?!^: ^qq^lRqn^
w^iTT^q;!^

I

iqg^q ^\^^\q

i

^t\

cgTTir^^gt^liqf^cqf^q^TU^^f

^^^rqi^^^TH^q

gp^

|

cl*qrf|

I

^5

Rf5^55Ji-
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7.

—

c^iftcR^ff^^.

5(qr^qiJ?^r<Ta^l ^ei^j f^cT^ci?:?r5nc5:qr^^5q^ca^^f^qf c5:

•

Karmadhar.
B
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of

^- ^ and ^

-I^.

f [%5i%-
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M^H^t

ij^sqrqoT^^

I

lo.

^f*^

^^:qT^^q ^0|

^^qm'^^^^Hf

;;^^^^

^1^°

^^7rqfq^

I

cTf^qm gnqonm

—^HTTJT^^^f^.

I

fi^^g-T^j^ir: '^f^rc^qr.^q

i

^\^^]^\

\

q?^qr^.q^^ qi^^^iq^i^q cqKacTCHr^rr.Tf? ^^qiqvrrgi: §usm74aJTi^f;

^#^^1

1^^ ^hT-i»*?g^^R^i%q^^qr^^^rq

i

^-^^

i
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12.

—

i^^^in^jqr^qr^q-.

13.— i:*«'t<»i^q'?^.

^\^m^

€iFq

9^1

^^^1"

^[^

^^(

'^

^R=^g J

hc^i'i:

^rcrlcT

m^tf

gj^r^^^f^^

g."^:

1

^vfr?f'i>^^R5iqoi[^-

5^^^lfj^'TRfT^573q gq^ifiqR^II^fTO^Rr^^^^TO^

I

7G

14— ii^rfrt^T^RT^.

1

5.

— =^3R^MT^c?g^s^.

9^ig qi^m^cT^Rti^[^crrc?rRrcT^r^j??rr

( f^f^^ar ?) ^:

^§r^q^q sq^.cRcTqir^q^qi^fiT^TT ^*li^^^:

^W^ 93 ^ ^5^ ^^
5ic^*iq^"mi*i?q

^s^cF:

rq^rcTq^fV^FH §ct:

qir^^^Jjqiftq

^

^c\P^§C^F%?#^F^lH'rq

55^Tffv:j^f

'^SF^q^qFJiq^rq^^

fj^cfT

?^cFr

q^^q

5?r;§q

^?.qFfqsi|;

^ ^Rgr

zp^^ i^Vn^l^

*Fr^%^c!5fcF4^Q5[fq

S^^^^q: gfi^:

q^^

^*tt

?5^^F^r

r'^cF

i

ll

qc;?:qiF'3[^fqqq^:

fS ^ f'^c!^^:

5I5irq^<^ ^-qF^cft^:

P-l%^<c?i

i

ll

^^Fq^q^^Ti^^rqt

§'<f[JTq:

JT^Ti^if

jfr:

|

II

^^: ^^Ficie^iFi^^^'^

iq^Fiq fxr^iFlrqiiffrq

cifrq

i

^^cFT

^m

^FsqRt

II

^m^

?fim^'^VmFi^cTFqr

sTf^^^ciF

g^iw

aiw^

^J^ cF^F^HJ^cgirfq^: §5^^iq

siF^if^Ci^Ffq f^^ifq ^tfIt

II

qi^lFK^^:

I

ll

i

II

3^1

^

11
>

16. Buddhisagara's Vyakarana,

Part of leaf

1 is

torn.

The

first

STs^W^.^^.

few words

are:

17.— ^5r<Ji^^r^'BTT^5Tc.
Beg.

|fi

:— i^5:3[cqr'g^55^r^Nn^q

flT^^q^

1

End :--q^ieftq^i^rX5U5iT"ii%cirqr§§:?r^^K^raq5^lf
qtr^^m:

II

rs_rv

*sc

^J5qrQ5^[i^R ^^Ifq^m'T^rc^I^OT: m^l\^X

\\

18.— aK^q^rTII^^t?.
Beg,

End
qK^^i^:

:— 5qcqe5^JT

:

—

|fi

w\mi

u

fq^rf

^^74 iT^3[|f^m^rfq

^^qq^q^q
<o

II

|ict

I

^^q^c!nq55»*:[i^*^iiHj'jqr ^\^

^^k*

^^w. ^^q^.^riqq^imf^: ^^qq^S^^^J

1
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3?q^

i';^^r^i^^HW ^isq^m^^f.^-jf ^icrqFR^^Nfj^rqr

5fa[

r^

20.

Beg:— s^mei:
^<5i?^^q^gjTOq

f^sq^ ^q^qr

^q:^:
ST^tK

I

^1^^

*N^*/)5Tf^r.

[^'^0

wqf^^^

5?^T§

II

cT5r

gq^^mt

qr^crq

fl^qjl'^qqr

JT^irqi^:

^wi^qirRqt

sTgqrf^^

m

z\^^\

JiqcTr

9^q

I

i^w^

^^

q»i>i^q^'iq ?^cf:

1

qr^r^^:

siqi^'^i

w.^'^eg^^:

q^qif qf^qq;:

K\^'^^

I

I

qrsqmHr

qirfinqiRr:

l

1

^

^s^^q

^§%qgc^«q:
1

^ q^ ^qj^ir^fR fq^-

«?^t^,,.( ^iP^qj

^i^^'qf:

1

^^i^mqi ^r^^^^:

q^T^eqr^^r Nif%|%i*-3^

w^ gq^qH^q^q^

f^cT«i

q;r5qr%?imqcf^[q

m^\i^...^t

^Ti^q;^^ iqq^: g'^rqi^Mq^sq^-j:
^qrq^:

off j

1

e^F^mXi ^ -^gf^^t:

qiiqcg^q g^^raj:

...•^

qwsV

[portion broken off]

^Hrq^q'^RqiTq^: ^rf^^q

^^^m*

?)

^^i=^ ^q^K^^r^i^q^q: ^qt^^^q:

tl^F^^rf^qi^^r f^^q^qj ^r^qiq^

5tqT^

^f^s: (5

portion containing a letter broken

gciqqfrR'r^

^imfii^q

%q:

[

—

^fsq ^7^Ti6^qm?

rVq

*s

S'QflTFf^^^.

19.

11

I

i

^m

1

c^^r

qjrsqg^qlcqfTf:

II

q^rqiq^q:

q^fq^r^q:

^^i^^i-

^^\^

)ip]i

^i^f^*^^:

qrfqfq^qj

^^is^^c^^lqrqr:

?

1

1

q.rq^q't

^^q^r^iq^r^:
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f^^

...-
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CORRECTIONS AND SUPPLEMENTARY NOTES.
P. 8,

1.

12, the

words

'^

India pffice " should be substituted for
*'
Oxford.

Udayasimha

(p. 22),

The Javalipura with which this Udayasimha is connected has
been identified with Jabalpur ( Bo, Gazetteer, I. i. p. 203 ). But it
seems to be too far from J)holka and I am inclined to identify it with
Jhalor and this Udayasimha with the one who is connected with
S'rimala or Bhinmal in Inscriptions VII-IX, XI and XIII, Bo. Gaz.
I. i. pp. 474 ff.
The references to Sri-Jav»la and S'ri- Javalipura in
Nos. V and XIV in the same series would seem to favour the first
identification.
The name of the prince, his father's name (Samarasimha) the dyrasty (Chahumana io Inscrip. XIU), the date (Sam, 126M,
1274, and 13U6 in the Inscriptions) and the identification of Javalipura with Jhalor, if correct, would favour the second identification.
P. 39, 1. 7 from bottom, the words " lu the Sarayvavdra
country ^' should be substituted for " On this side of the Sarayu ^'; and
the following words should be added at the end of the para, on p.
40:
''Udayasimha, the author of the Hupana»ayaniya (p. 8), and
the author of the JayamadhavamaaasollAsa would seem to belong to
the same dynasty as is mentioned in this work (I. O. Cat. pp,
550-1 and Dr. Bhandarkar's Report lor 1881-2, p 2, para. 5).".

—

Govinda-MAnasollasa

(p. 50).

The (Smriti-) Ratnakara by Harasimha's minister, Chandes'vara,
divided into seven parts. In these and in Kj-itya-chintamani by
the same author there are mentioned several particulars about Harasimha and Chandes'vara (I. O. Oat. pp. 410-4 and 511-2 and Raj. Nos.
18'4i2, 1921, 2036, 2069, 2384 and 2398).
Harasimha is spoken of
Karnatavams'odbhava,
as
MithilaJhipa,
Karnatabhumipati
and
L?e\aditya had been his minister and is referred to as
Karnatadhipa.
is

having lived in Tirabhuktivishaya (Tirhut). Devaditya's son was
Mahasamdhivigrahika Thakkura Vires'vara and Viresvara's son was
Mahdsamdhivigrahika Thakkura Chandes'vara. Chaiides'vara is called
Mithiladhipamantrindraj Nepalakhilnbhumipalajayin
and Nepalakhilabhumipalaparikha. The date S^aka 1236 ( a.d. 1314) which
occurs is not given by the author at any rate as the date of composition of the Ratnakara or any part thereof, but as that of Chandesvara's
performing tulaJana (weighing himself against gold and distributing
From this account it will be seen that ti.e author of
that gold).
Govindamjlnasolla^a was a cousin of Chandesvara^ being a son of
Yiresvara's younger brother Ganesvara.
no agreement amongst chroniclers as regards the name
It is variously given by different authorities
as S^akrasinih*i, Karmasirnha, Bhu^ alasimha.
Hall gives it from tlfe

There

is

of Harasimha's father.

100
I

b

But

does Dot occur in the extracts that
of the different parts of the work.
Should the Harasimha mentioned b^ Sanmisra Misaru be the same
as this Harasimha, the father^s name given by him also is Bhaves'a,
But the names he gives of Harasimha's successors do not agree with
those given by Sylvain Levi (Le Nepal, II. p. 2'*iQ),
His Harasimha
seems, however, to be identical with, at any rate, the Harisimha, son
of Bhavasimha or Bhaves'vara occurring in the Genealogical Table of
the Thakur Dynasty, compiled from the Paiijas of Mithila, at p. 196,
Ind, Ant. XIV. According to that table one of bis sons was Narasimha or Daipanarayana and one of the latter's sons by his second
wife was Chandrasirnha. This Chandrasimha is also mentioned by
Vidyapati in his Durgabhaktitarangini. The Narasimha, at the
requisition of whose queen, Dhiramati (or, according to the Vivada*
chandra^ Dhira), Vidvapati wrote his Danavak^a/ali must be this
CliandrasimlWs father. (See I. O. Cat. pp. 874.-6 and Raj, No. 1830.)

Ratrakara

as Bh^tves'a,

I have seen published from

it
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